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SAE Wins Over-All in Annual Anchor Splash

News Update

Matt Kolken

family Planning in Africa in Progress
According to a private population study, more than a third of the
developing world and half of the African countries are making significant

progress in the areas of family planning and birth control.
[n addition, 57 of 95 developing countries have seen at least some
improvement in controlling population over the past five years, the study by
the Population Crisis Committee reported. The report compares the results
ofa 1987 survey with one this year.
Despite the efforts, world population still continues to grow rapidly. The
WorldWatch Institute noted in a report on Saturday that an estimated 92
million people were added last year.

Staff Writer

T

he women of Delta Gamma
sorority hosted their 12th
annual
Anchor
Splash
fundraiser last Sunday. The event
pitted various living groups from
within the UOP community in watersport oriented competition. The
proceeds from the event benefit the
sorority's philanthropy; sight

conservation and aid to the blind.
"Anchor Splash is a swimming
competition with both serious and
creative events," said Janet Saunders
who chaired the event, "involving
residence halls, fraternities, sororities,
and campus apartments." The
proceeds are distributed both locally
to the Stockton blind center and to
Delta Gamma nationals who donate
the accumulated revenue to national
blind foundations.

Flaws in Hubble Hidden by Contractor
i

Federal officials say a two-year inquiry has found evidence that the makers
ofthe mirror for the $1.5 billion Hubble Space Telescope hid important clues
to the flaw that has crippled the most complex and costly scientific
instrument.
f'
The makers of the eight-foot mirror deny any wrongdoing. Federal
officials, however, say NASA's inspector general has uncovered evidence
suggesting that the contractor may be liable for damages.
The cause of the mirror flaw has been well-known for two years,
rding to officials, it is also known that many warning signs of a
iroblem were ignored in the early 1980's while the mirror was I

Greenpeace Ship Towed to Port
by Russians
A Greenpeace ship seized by the Russian coast guard after it sailed into
Russia's territorial waters, was towed to a military port near Murmansk on
Sunday. The Solo was boarded and seized on Oct. 12 after it had crossed one
mile into Russian waters to investigate nuclear-waste sites.
According to Greenpeace, officials from the United States, Britain, the
Netherlands, Germany, Sweden and Canada were brought on board, but a
lawyer for the environment group was denied access to the ship and crew.

The captain of the Solo faces charges of violating international maritime
law, the ITAR-Tass news agency reported.

'-Occupied Territory Sealed Off by
v

UOP's Cable
Channel
Coming Soon
Guest Writer
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These foundations utilize the
money towards the training of guide
dogs and various other programs that
benefit the blind. Although Saunders
does not have the final numbers for
donations yet, she said she is pleased
with the preliminary figures. "The
donations came from parents,
alumni, businesses from around the
Stockton community and from the
Mr. Anchor Splash competition," said
Saunders.

The actual competition was
broken down into seven events. These
events included the 200 yard medley
relay, the 100 yard inner tube relay,
the 50 yard free-style, a 200 yard
sweatshirt relay, the 100 yard
"Hannah doll" relay, a synchronized
swimming contest and the Mr.
Anchor Splash contest.
Jackson Hall won the co-ed title
and Alpha Chi Omega took the
female honors. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
led all the fraternities and residence
halls by capturing the male division
of the competition, as well as the
over-all title. The over-all title
followed after they took the Mr.
Anchor Splash title for the second
year running.
Mr. Anchor Splash was judged on
appearance, originality, humor/
personality, a dive of his choice, and
the
amount
of
donations
accumulated. The donations account
for 50 percent of the judging criteria.
SAE donated almost half of the
|combined total from all candidates,
-I thus securing the title.
"The entire occasion really was a
8
lot
of fun," said SAE President Matt
CO
.£• Merickel. "We got the opportunity to
|compete a little, and support Greek
^ unity, and there was the added benefit
of raising some money for a
genuinely good cause."

Students join in spirit of Delta Gamma's Annual Anchor Splash.

Jamie Kroener

ir Pileup Leaves 21

Since 1908

U

OP's new cable channel will
kick-off its season starting
Nov. 16. Channel 2 will
replace the current signal with the
audio of K-PAC, UOP's student-run
radio station, and the video will
serve as a message board. The
message board will provide UOP
students with information and
happenings around campus from
sporting activities and upcoming
events to bookstore specials.
A television will be on display in
front of the ASUOP office in the
McCaffrey Center for UOP students,
faculty and staff to view current
information and to listen to K-PAC.
The channel has been made possible
by alumni Pollock Family.
"The message board will flash a
different message every 15 seconds,"
Dr. Alan Ray, the Director of K-PAC
and the new cable channel said.
Megan Thurston, a student of
Ray, is grateful for the opportunity a
campus-run television channel will
provide for broadcast majors like
herself.
"This will give her some
experience before she goes out into
the real world," said Ray. "This will
vastly
improve
on-campus
communication. It will also provide
creative artistic students another
medium of which to express
themselves."

Local State Assembly Candidate Details Views
Cory Bergman
Assistant News Editor

S

aying no to new taxes,
reducing spending and down
scaling government are the
predominant st-ategies supported
by republican candidate for state
assembly, Dean Anda'
Andal is running for e-election
against Mike Machado in the
primarily democratic 16th district.
He was initially elected to the post
16 months ago in a special election
to fill the seat vacated by Patrick
Johnston. Recently, UOP's College
Republicans assisted Andal in
fundraising efforts. In a personal
interview with "The Pacifican",
Assemblyman Andal explained his
legislative record and expressed his
ideas, feelings and beliefs.
Andal is not ecstatic about being
an assemblyman, but he said he
feels a strong sense of duty to assist
in uprighting the deteriorating state
economy. "I don't like the job," he
admitted. "I had a good job before I
ran. But the stakes are high." Andal
is president of the Stockton
marketing organization, Andal
Communications.
While the presidential candidates
waffle on the subject, Andal firmly
pledges not to raise taxes. "You don't
have to read my lips," Andal said. "I
never did it. I'm one of the few
members of the legislature that's
never voted for a tax increase."
Andal said he has also pledged to
fight against any increase in the state
bureaucracy. In an uncustomary
move, Andal's office has returned
unused funds from its budget to the
state. Last year he gave back 17

percent. "The only way to make
government efficient is to starve it,"
he said. Andal detailed a number of
specific proposals including the
removal of the post of Lieutenant
Governor, strict welfare reform and
the elimination of categorical
programs from the school system.
Andal believes the key to creating
more jobs is to ease the
government's grip on the private
sector.
Andal contented that this year's

hard fought state budget did better
in reducing the size of government
than any budget in passed in
California in 10 years. "It
encouraged me," Andal said. "I felt
last year was the first year which we
actually grappled in a real way with
the spending difficulties we have."
The budget included a $988 million
cut in health and welfare.
When asked about the prevailing
mood of anti-incumbency among
(See Andal Page 2)

While others have pledged 'No New Taxes', Assemblyman Dean Andal has
voted against tax increases in the past 16 months.
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UOP Greeks PartidMte^edk-JU»2LEy^

Order

Justin Levy
Staff Writer
jampus fraternities and
sororities joined together last
f we ek in
the friendly
competition of Greek Week. The
week consisted of events allowing for

C

the interaction of the Greeks, often
too busy with their own activities to
appreciate the other houses of UOP.
The kickoff of the week was Sorority/
Fraternity sing, where the houses
sang the virtues and benefits of being
involved within the Greek system.
Wednesday consisted of a recycle

drive sponsored by Greek honor

society, Order of Omega.
With profits from the event going
to charity, the houses hoped to prove
once again that their organizations
serve other purposes outside of the
presumed social activities. "We want
to return something to the

communuy ui
— •
,, llha
of Omega President Dave Kauha.

annual Greek Week lip sync contest.
Theta's "Nothing Compares 2
and Kappa Alpha 1 heta s
m
Blonde." "It was great to see the
majority of the houses out there
cheering for one another during the
Pacific hour," claimed Phi Delt An

Delta Gamma.
According to the houses, the week
was a success. It proved once and for
all that the Greek system here at
^ UOP can actually work together as
|one. With restrictions and penalties
^ being slapped down on Greeks
"a throughout the country, UOP's
§ Greeks went far in showing what can
be done when the houses work as the
brothers and sisters they truly are.
Sororities and fraternities join together in friendly competition

SHAC Sponsors AIDS Candlelight MarchH
Monica Yadegar

AIDS

\rfx*rc in whtrh
Datientv 1
up to two years
which the patient,
if tested, would be diagnosed as HIV

positive.
However, it is during the third
Statistics and Facts
midst burning candles
stage that a patient begins to
cupped in cold hands, UOP
experience the symptoms associated
_
students, faculty and staff
* 152,000 people have died in
with the virus, such as enlarged
joined together in a candlelight
America from AIDS in the past 11
lymph nodes. "This is the time to be
march across the campus in memory
years.
tested if the patient hasn't been
of those whose lives were taken by
* One million have died world
tested before," Nahaas said.
AIDS.
wide from the disease.
Lastly comes the phase when the
Approximately 30 people were
* It is estimated that between one
patient is diagnosed with having
present at the event hosted by UOP's and one-and-a-half million
full-blown AIDS. "In America, a
Student Health Advisory Committee
Americans are infected with the
person must have two out of the
(SHAC). The march, which began at
HIV virus.
three or four symptoms to be
7:30 p.m. in front of the President's
* One person is infected with the
diagnosed as having AIDS,' he said.
house, made its way to Long Theatre
virus every 10 minutes.
"Back in 1981/82 when the first cases
where Clinical Microbiologist and
* Between 800 to 850 Americans
were discovered, a patient died
Professor of Biology, Fuad M.
are diagnosed with AIDS weekly.
within 18 months to two years after
Nahaas gave a short presentation on
* By the end of September, the
the diagnosis. Today, a person
total number of people who have
AIDS.
diagnosed as having AIDS can live
According to UOP Assistant
become infected and diagnosed
from five to 10 years following the
Director of Nurses and SHAC
with AIDS in the U.S. was 34,000
diagnosis."
Advisor, Carol Roth, the march was
this year.
Once a person is tested as HIV
a replica of the larger march held in
* It is estimated that 40 million
positive, the virus will eventually
downtown Stockton. "We felt
persons will be infected by the end
manifest into AIDS. "It could take
students might not participate in the
of the century.
from five to 10 years, but you will
local candlelight march," said Roth.
* In 1981, homosexuals
have AIDS," Nahaas said. "Once you
"We thought that the on-campus
constituted 100 percent of the
have been tested as HIV positive,
one might draw more students."
population infected with the virus.
there is no such thing as becoming
October has been chosen as the
* In 1991/92, homosexuals make
HIV negative."
National AIDS Awareness month.
up 58 percent of the infected
According to Nahaas, the future is
Following the march, Nahaas
population and 22 percent
not a promising one for those who
discussed information on the
constitute the IV drug users.
have become a victim of AIDS or
disease's history, symptoms and
statistics during his presentation. four stages to the disease as it those who will contract it. "The
According to Nahaas, the deadly culminates from the HIV virus to outcome is so far bleak. There is
nothing in sight that will wipe out
disease calls forth a response full-blown AIDS. "During the first
different from others. "There are stage, a patient does not know that AIDS in the future," he said. "There
very few issues that one could he/she is infected," he said. "The is a chance that it might become a
become a crusader for," he said. patient might experience some fever chronic disease like diabetes.
or feeling weak." This stage is However, you can't infect others
"This is one of them."
According to Nahaas, there are followed by a period which could last with diabetes, you can with AIDS."
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variety of strategies to cut bad wishfulness andno

Assistant News Editor

executive and legislative staffs:

n a 30-minute commercial aired
last week, independent candidate
Ross Perot explained his tough
economic plan to balance the nation s
budget in six years. The Perot plan
detailed a long list of severe spending
cuts and tax hikes that would reduce
this year's estimated $340 billion
budget gap to an $8 billion surplus by

budgets. Perot pushed for refonr:

I

60s' w

the congressional retirement systo C4--| -m gA
The plan, however, did offers:; i3 I vXvJ W
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capital gains tax cut for long-it
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investments.
Ball State Universit
Perot asserted that such a deg» with the econoi
"shared sacrifice" is necessan an(j issues sucb a,

eliminate the federal deficit andi- environment in tl
start the economy. But criticst campaign, this y
accused Perot's plan as being election has capti
(See Perot, Page 12)

Hillel Sponsors Charity Broomball Mate!
The Hillel Foundation (Jewish
Student's Association) is putting on a
co-ed broomball match for charity
next Wednesday at 11p.m. The event
will take place at the Oak Park Ice
Skating Arena close to campus. The
$3 fee to play will be going to the
Stockton Food Bank which is in dire
need of money and food. "We are very

thousands of coll
students, activists
number of your
registering to vote

for the school year, including 'rlf „ mai' P°btic
.i..k, ;n Nortbf ettorts on campu
orner Hillel
other
nuiei clubs
ciuua in
>•. •

happy to be able to help out the
community of Stockton and have a
little fun at the same time," said Hillel
member, Brad Temkin.
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sufficient revenue," he writes, we

marginal rate to 35 percent."
The wealthiest Social Security
recipients would be taxed on 85
1998.
percent of their income instead of 50
However the plan is by no means
percent. The plan would also require
painless. The Perot plan would aim
people to pay Medicare taxes on
for a five to 10 percent cut in all
income over $130,000. Perot called
federal discretionary spending which
for a reduction of cost-of-living raises
includes public housing, mass transit,
for federal employees and a strict
health research and farm supports.
limit on mortgage tax deductions.
The plan would boost the top
Gasoline taxes would rise gradually
federal income tax bracket from 31
to a crescendo of 50 cents a gallon in
percent to 33 percent. In his book,
five years. Cigarette taxes would also
"United We Stand," Perot does not
surge
higher.
rule out the possibility of raising it
Perot
would slash defense budget
even further. "If other reductions
spending by an additional $40 billion
proposed here do not provide

Justin Levy
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communuy inv°l* .
and the free bagel brunch on

Hillel at UOP was started in the fall
of 1989 by several students who felt
there was a need for a Jewish voice on
campus. In the past, Hillel has
brought speakers on campus
discussing issues ranging from Israel
and the Middle East, to being a Jewish
American. The club has many ideas
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calling 956-2613.
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Andal
(Continued From Page 1)
voters— especially against candidates
who were involved in the state budget
crisis-- Andal said he was in
agreement with the feeling. "I think
people are right to be mad at those
incumbents that serve year after year
and increase spending," Andal said. "I
was the only assembly member to
offer term limit legislation last year."
But Andal is taking no chances. He
avoided using the designation of
"incumbent" on the ballot, and
instead listed the less offensive titles of
"businessman" and "legislator."
A fierce opponent of Assembly
Speaker Willie Brown, Andal is
hoping there will be enough votes this
election to dislodge him. "I've taken

him on individually ever since I've
been up there," he said. "We don't get
along and I like it that way." During
the state budget crisis, Andal said he
publicly challenged Brown to resign.
"1 will continue to lead the charge
against him whenever I get the
chance," Andal said.
Andal proposes increasing the Cal
Grant for private colleges and
universities to attract students from
the over-burdened public system. "It
might be cheaper for us to raise the
Cal Grant...rather than building
another public university." Andal said
there is enough space in private
colleges and universities throughout
the state to completely accommodate
a new public university.
With tuition surging steadily

higher in the University of California
and California State College systems,
Andal suggests a unique solution:
making the faculty work more. "For
every additional hour a week you
make (a UC professor) work, that
saves the system $350 million," Andal
said.
In summary, Andal urged students
to critically analyze each candidate'^
fiscal policies. "Someday all these bills
are going to be due," he said. "And
today's young people are going to be
paying them off in higher taxes and
less job opportunities."
Andal would not release the results
of his office's internal campaign polls
of the race, but he declared he would
fight hard until election day.
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Yet, twentysomethings share many
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same ,frustrations as youth
i
'^r, i
ywuui in
he 60s. In ,hat decade, the Vietnam
ar created a counterculture that
proclaimed contempt for mainstream
society. Activism, new birth-control
methods and later marriages resulted
in declining birthrates.
As a result, twentysomethings have
been overshadowed by the 72 million
baby boomers born between 1946
and 1964, a group whose sheer
numbers have defined social
institutions as they squeezed through
them.
1 he twentysomethings also are
savvy enough to know that boomers
wield the power, particularly in the
business world, and will continue to
do so for some time. That means the
average college graduate today has
much less mobility in moving up the
career ladder, a fact that many
twentysomethings find depressing
because they're not sure what
opportunities—if any—are out there
for them.
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"There's
still
that
i also explained a
s to cut back on willfulness and nostalgia about the
people had more time to
dative staffs and
ng

lan

:ed for reforming
irement system.]
:r, did offer some
Perot proposedan
lioryon research
, $40 billion on
12 billion on
billion in aid to
ill stimulate jobs,"
rk that has to be

A generation searches for an identity.

In 1991, author Douglas Coupland
published "Generation X." It was the
first novel to capture the irreverent
angst of the twentysomething
generation faced with "Mcjobs,"
defined as "low paying, low status,
low future."
Now TV, newspapers and
magazines voice the discontent of the
new generation.
Movies like "Singles" and TV
shows such as "Melrose Place," "Going
To Extremes" "The Round Table,"
"The Heights" are examining

twentysomething attitudes about
marriage, careers, education and
politics.
Two Harvard graduates recently
launched Blast, a slick magazine
targeted at the twentysomething
crowd. Lukas Barr, 23, and Sean
Gullette, 24, were literature and
philosophy majors who grew bored
with their studies and started
publishing a student pop culture
magazine.
In the words of their own
publication, "Blast is the magazine of

today's strange breed of youth:
typically
overeducated
and
underestimated, smart, postmodern
in consciousness, laid-back and edgy.
Ours is a new sensibility, a fin-desiecle coolculture renaissance from
the ashes of the American Dream—
and maybe a new Dream for the 21st
Century."
"The baby-boom generation came
of age in a really exciting time. They
had power. There were so many
young people they could have a mass
movement," Barr said. "In the '80s we

morning job. People are thinking a lot
more about what they're getting out
of their jobs and are not so willing to
fall into a pattern," Barr said.
For example, 24-year-old Denise
Hall describes her position in a large
Boston financial company as
"meaningless."
"I want to do something to help
people, not just make a corporation
money," she said, echoing a
twentysomething desire to weaken
reliance on the old ways and become
successful entrepreneurs.

had the epitome of a Max Headroom
presidency, Ronald Reagan. It's sort of
hard to take at face value. I think that
explains why a mediasawy approach
toward our generation tends to
work."
The general discontent with
business-as-usual sends shivers up the
spines of twentysomethings when a
career is mentioned. Their biggest
dread: dead-end office jobs with
cubicle seating arrangements.
"We're not willing to go out and
get a straight put-on-the-tie-in-the-
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By John Williams (CPS)—With

a a few weeks until the presidential
(lection, student interest in the race
between President Bush and his
Democratic contender Bill Clinton is
been, political observers said, belying
notion that young people don't
arc about government.
There is more interest in this
~
than we've probably seen
in
|last three
elections,"
said
three elections," said Ralph
Ralp
tr,, a- political
political science
professor at
science professor

•
J '—„ saidA they
tl,A^ registered
registration
drives
hundreds of thousands of students in
time for the election, indicating that
interest in the election is high.
Rock the Vote has registered
225,000 students as voters, Dolan
said. Rock the Vote, based in Beverly
Hills, was founded in 1990 by leading
record labels and musicians in
response to perceived threats to

State University in Muncie, Ind.
With the economy in the doldrums
®<i issues such as abortion and the
•ironment in the forefront of the
dmpaign, this year's presidential
Action has captured the interest of
thousands of college and university
^udents, activists say, pointing to the
"umber of young people who are
"jpstering to vote.

including trip" Smart politicians are refocusing
„ in Norih" tffcrts on campus, especially to bring
15 a uew and empowered electorate,
inity involve™:
,ranch on Su»« ^ Mike Dolan, field director for
—"uuHa-Dased Rock
kock tne
vuic, «a
Culifomia-based
the Vote,
"""-profit, non-partisan organization
"llt organized student voter
'"S'stration drives nationwide. "The
™
^eniatic reason is that the youth vote
become a target,
Opportunity for change."
as

a

real

^ The
^ opportunity to register to vote
he
states h°V' 3 deCti0n iS °VCr ^ m°nf
•s.
s-However, representatives or
Seyeral

organizations that held voter

artistic expression. It was broadened
to include registering the yout an
getting them out to vote.

T11K/ hac
cnmp alterations in
in July
has rcnicprl
caused some
in
campaign strategies, national polls
suggest his reemergence will do little
to change the outcome.
According to the latest Census
Bureau figures available, 26 million
men and women in the 18-24 age
group are eligible to vote, and about
40 percent of this group is registered.
In contrast, there are 40.7 million
people ages 25 to 44 years, and 58
percent are registered to vote. The
highest percentage of those registered
to vote—76 percent—are those age 65

The Center for Policy Alternatives
and the National Civil League held a
voter registration drive Oct. 1 at 44
colleges, community colleges and
universities. Although a final count
hasn't been tabulated, some the
results included registering 4,300
students at the University of
W i s c o n s i n -Madison, 2,000 at the
University of New Mexico and 800 at
the University of Colorado at Boulder,
said Burck Smith, a program assistant
for the center.
there is a resurgence of
interest
in politics again. The
outB
j
are imposing," he said.
All the
,, aBout the national debt weighs
0n our nation's youth. They look at
ssues

the job market and there's not much
available. College students say the
environment and other issues are
ctartine to hit home.
Ross mm
Perot
While Texas billionaire kuk
the race after dropping out
is bac in

CHAPEL
CHAPEL HILL,
HILL, N.C.
N.C. (CPS)—A
(CPS)—A
1 . .1
ti
• 1. _ _ r xt
panel at the University of North
Carolina-Chapel
Hill
has
recommended that a black cultural
center be moved out of the student
union and placed in a free-standing

years old and older.
"Students are less cynical, less than
in the last four to eight years," Baker
said. "They talk of change, but maybe
they're putting too much hope in
change. Maybe they are tired of the
same people running the country."
The next step is to get registered
voters to the polls, Dolan and Smith
said. An ad hoc coalition made up of
Rock the Vote, the Center for Policy
Alternatives, the United States
Student Association, the Americans
for
Democratic
Ior y
tluuuauu Action and the
Campus Green Vote is working on a
Dian

to get out the vote.

Tony Zagotta, president of the
College Republicans, said his group's
registration drive was a success.
College Repubicans registered 10,000
students at Texas A&M, 500 students
at Memphis State University in
----- (See Election, Page 12)

Berkeley Law School to Change Admission Policy
XdU

h^S)—The law school of the
1Vei % of California-Berkeley has
p t ee< ^ to change its admission
vio i

I) e

that it will no longer
rights laws, Education
b art ment officials say.
Ctlce

S

different
separate waiting lists for different
ethnic groups, includtng As,an
Americans, African Amer.cans,
Hispanic Americans and American

so

3te civ »l

Indians.
ln

1989, the school switched to a

a manner consistent with it s
obligation under Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964," Dr. Chang-Lin
Tien, chancellor of the university,
said in a statement. "Admissions
decisions will not be based solely on
the race, color, or national origin of

centralized waiting list, but students

applicants."

comes after a
y ' nv estigation into whether
un'versitv's affirmative action
affirmative action
h University's
"i'lm, designed to increase
Ss«y a m o n g students admitted

„ere still listed by ethnic origin.
The Office of Civil R'gh"
in
Education
0f
f
Education
Q
Departmen
(he )>w

the law school, met the
Suiter
!IT1ents of Title VI of the Civil
:s
<11:,Cr, Act of 1964, which outlaws
trrt''Nation on the basis of race,
j
"olor
Sin° r n a d o n a ' origin.
e l96s,
Scl*
Boalt Han, as the law
0 's named, has maintained

school selected
^ applicant's
was based solely
o
hat categorizing people

The women say the denial violates
the 1964 Civil Rights Act. The suit,
w,
• ,
which was f,|ed the day after the
UC-Berkeley decision, ob,ec,s to the
practice of "race norming, a process
aDpiiCants associated
of keeoine
keeping applicants
associated

race '
^criminated against
that way discr

with their own ethnic group and
preventing them from competing

Th
'en l

a 8 r e ornent

determined
the
i
A its ethnic students

^oalt Hall agf«s that " wi"
adminituer its admissions process ,n

with other students.

building.
While the move is only a
recommendation, the issue of
whether or not the center should be
in its own building has caused a
major uproar on the campus and
focused national attention on the
situation.
Supporters say the black cultural
center needs to be a separate entity to
enhance black culture and studies,
while detractors maintain that doing
so perpetuates segregation.
A rally at the end of September,
sponsored by the Black Awareness
Council, drew about 7,000 people to

push for the center, including
aa
filmmaker Spike TLee.
"It's up to the students to confront
white supremacy and racism on this
campus," Margot Crawford, director
of the black cultural center, told the
crowd, reported the Technician, the
North Carolina State University
student newspaper.
"Everybody thinks they know
better what we need than we do. We
are starting to bring down the walls of
racism, starting here at Chapel Hill,"
she said.
The panel was established by

Suit Puts Heat
On Chili Peppers
FAIRFAX, Va. (CPS)—A former
George Mason University student has
filed a $4 million lawsuit against the
Red Hot Chili Peppers for damages
suffered as a result of a 1989 sexual
assault.
The student was seeking damages
for mental trauma and humiliation
from four members of the band, the
Red Hot Chili Peppers band
partnership, the band's manager and
agent, the Broadside reported. Trial
on the civil suit was expected to begin
Feb. 9,1993.
According to the student
newspaper, the woman was working
for the university's Program Board at
the time of the incident.
After an April 21, 1989 concert, the
woman said she was assisting band
members outside their dressing room
when lead singer Anthony Kiedis
asked whether she would have sex
with him and thrust his penis into her
face.
Kiedis was convicted of sexual
assault and indecent exposure in 1990
in Fairfax County, Va. He was fined
and sentenced to one day in jail.
Kiedis appealed the case, but the
appeals court upheld the conviction.

campus officials, on the order of
o(
Plianrpllnr Paul
Paul
Marrlin
ir
Chancellor
Hardin, in
September. It includes Delores
Jordan, the mother of basketball
superstar Michael Jordan, a UNC
graduate, Harvey Gantt, a black
politician, and the parents of Sonja
Haynes Stone, an African-American
studies professor who proposed the
center more than a decade ago.
Stone, who died in 1991, wanted a
center for scholars in AfricanAmerican studies and to enhance
racial understanding on the campus.

THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Where Jakarta
is
5 Where Valletta
is
10 Singer Lane
14 Translucent
silica
15 Constellation
16 Lack of means
17 Deadly night
shade
19 Pleased
20 King of Persia
21 Apt to vary
23 Cargo ship
25 Plant
26 Gum-yielding
trees
29 Solar disk
31 Landonof
politics
34 Kitchen
appliances
35 Grass used
for hay
36 Narrow inlet
37 Stormy
38 — ballerina
39 Headliner
40 Building wing
41 Xebec and dhow
42 Was
conspicuous
43 Apprehend
44 Water buffalo
45 Bet
46 Baking chamber
48 Famous
50 One skilled in
a trade
| 53 Woolly
56 Camp beds
57 Campaniles
60 Short jacket
61
en Rose"
(Piaf song)
62 Settlement in
Greenland
63 Eur. capital
64 Indians
65 Valley
DOWN
1 Chore
2 Tip
3 Farewell,
Brutus

1

2

I•
1

5

3

26

40
43
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56
60
63
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21
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32
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|
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4 In every
direction
5 Cover girls
6 Came up
7 — Yutang
8 Very large
quantities
9 Curse
10 Wrath
11 Hung.composer
12 Spout of a
vessel
13 Whirlpool
18 Angles on
branches
22 Lacoste
24 N.J. river
26 US biographer
27 Sp. province
28 Shape of some
trousers
30 Selleckand
Smothers
32 Forest vine
33 Got along
35 Kind of muffin
38 Easily moved

12

22

30

29

28

11

16

1
J
_•

20

•46
50

7

18

34
37

6

15
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by Bernice Gordon

55
59

65
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39 Tailed
41 Low voice
42 Office worker
45 Asseverates
47 Fr. river
49 Kukla's friend
50 Maple genus

51 News section
for short
52 — beer
54 Slender bristle
55 Of time
58 56
59 That girl
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EDITORIAL

Clinton Economics:
A Sleaze Agenda

R

espect, Honor, Dignity; Potentially the three most important
aspects in any society. Throughout life, one tends to associate
themselves with those whom command respect through the use of
these three characteristics. In turn, respect demands adherence to these
three aforementioned characteristics. With this in mind, how can one
consciously choose to elect a President who possesses no character?
Bill Clinton(AKA Slick Willy) is little more than a. piece of trash
decked out in a $2,000 suit. Throughout his campaign he has tried
unsuccessfully to hide behind an air of innocence on issues ranging from
his adulterous affair to draft dodging. In as much as Mr. Clinton has
attempted to conceal his past, we must know the truth behind this man
who wants to be our next Commander in Chief.
The simple fact of the matter is that many of the negative attributes
associated with this candidate have been concealed by the "liberal media
in an attempt to sway popular support for its choice in this election. The
media's agenda has been thrust on an unsuspecting society and the time
has arrived for the truth about one of the most under qualified
candidates in recent history. They should be ashamed!
Has society lost touch with the concept of family values? Recently, t e
Bush-Quayle ticket has attempted to remind us of one of the driving
forces within American society, the power and influence of the family.
However, Mr. Clinton does not seem to have a notion of what family
values are. His alleged extramarital affair obviously proves that the
sanctity of marriage and the value of his family are of minor importance
when compared to hedonistic pleasure. He should be ashamed!
The Commander in Chief of our great nation is seen as a role model as
well as a leader. In this case, Mr. Clinton can be seen as a leader of antiAmerican sentiment. There can be no refutation that Mr. Clinton did
engage in anti-Vietnam War protests, calling the decisions of American
I leaders into question. This is a fundamental issue provided for by our
Constitution, however, how can we expect a man who dodged the draft,
an act of national service, to lead our country in times of war or peace?
While serving in the military is not a requirement of our highest elected
office, respect for the powers of that office should be considered.
Participation in anti-American demonstrations and flag-burning should
not be considered bullet points on a resume of a would-be President.
Serving as Commander in Chief is in fact an act of national service, can
we be sure that he will not change his mind and decide to protest the
Supreme Court because he does not agree with all of their decisions?
Patriotism is in fact a crucial issue of character and should be considered
when choosing a candidate. He should be ashamed!
Mr. Clinton refused the opportunity to serve his country in a crucial
time during the Vietnam Era. lust what makes him a more qualified
individual some twenty years later? Perhaps his journey to the Soviet
Union enlightened him to some degree. Just what was he doing over
there and why can't he seem to find those missing passport pages? Who
knows, maybe the borscht is really better there. He should be ashamed!
Returning to the issue of leadership (this is one that will not die
quietly), just what experience does Mr., rather Governor Clinton offer?
Let's see. He can balance the budget of a tiny state, supplementing his
general fund with greater taxes each year. That's right, he will lead us
straight into an era of higher taxes, more broken promises and naturally,
fewer jobs. Mr. Clinton can promise us higher taxes and a bigger
government, how wonderful. He should be ashamed!
Mr. Clinton has offered a plan, one which is sure to waiver as much as
his claims of loyalty, patriotism, fidelity and integrity. The Governor and
his dreams of grandeur are sure to become more clouded in these final
days prior to the election. Is there a reason that our country is in the
severe state of decline that is? Of course there is, and it does not stem
from the current administration.
Dreams are fine, but, coupled with
liberal idealism and a liberal media,
how can we expect to weather this
storm that can only worsen? The
proverbial ship of state can be
corrected by the initiation of quality
programs, a respectable Congress, and
a Captain with character. Mr. Clinton
has no character and he should be
ashamed!
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By Matt Kolken

One of the most pressing questions
Last night I watched an O.K. film
that will face our President during the
called Medicine Man. It had Sean
next four years will be how he should
Connery playing the hermit biologist
approach the environmental issues
,riate action a
who discovers the cure for cancer
crop
Testin
that are becoming impossible to
through research in the Rain Forest.
ain
minimal
a
ignore. We live in a society that has
nir
im ,fhe mi
In the very beginning of the movie,
always tended to live in excess, one
there was a startling message paid for
btTheUniVerSity',i
instance being the ever growing two
doing so""1
by the Arbor Day Foundation. At the
car family. It is nieve to think that
"Litiee influence
time the movie was released, the
Americans will curtail their rate of
tropical rain forests of South America
consumption until situations reach
were being destroyed at a rate of
Jr efforts and1
ninety-six thousand acres a day! Keep critical levels. This simply will not
addition' I ^
in mind that this University occupies happen. Yes, more people are
• pried effort to
recycling, but on the average it is the
"Sntannerdak.
about 115 acres.
younger generations who have started
What's more is the majority of
fe seeking to us<
insights scientists have had in terms of this trend not those baby-boomers
^eaccomplishe
who are in control of the American
a cure for cancer(and other illnesses)
, want to assure
have come from plants found in this political machine.
continue to do
So what kind of a situation are we
area. The rain forest has become an
May I extend to
overbearing issue to the public for a presently in, and what choices do our
o(,he school year 1
leaders have in the realms of the
reason.
Ration is of'OP
Here's another fact I didn't know; implementation of environmental
there is a tremendous amount of policy? First of all it is important for
oxygen-giving vegetation in our us to draw the line. Yes, the
WITH respect 70 ceURocne
oceans that could seemingly never be environment is an important issue
that
needs
to
be
addressed,
and
a
harmed, but in reality, over 70% of it
floats only inches below the surface. serious attempt must be made by our
This exposes it to our inflictions on leaders to protect our rapidly
the environment just as if it were on deteriorating Earth. This sounds like
land. We must as a nation realize our common sense, but it is not as easy of
t's
hard
^
UatvcnUy ot th* Pacific. Stockton, CAWJU
compreher
population problem goes hand-in- a problem to solve as it is to
Netherwork
hand with this. I have seen blood-red acknowledge. Our air, rivers and land
must
be
preserved,
as
well
as
the
lawless, no n
skies in Los Angeles on a technically
Jeffrey Weinberg
visions of bloo<
Editor in Chief
perfectly sunny day. The city lists the corresponding wildlife that make
them their home; but at what cost?
body bags shov
air safety level as if it was as normal
The question becomes, are the
Alaistair McHugh, Sports Eiiiiur
news. Think ol
as the temperature. As our cities get
factories
and
other
man-made
Chuck
Elliott,
Opinion
Eiiitur
bigger, the air safety level will
with differer
Rachel Moore, Copy Editor
Scott Anderson, Photo Editor
obviously get proportionally lower. machines that are prevalent in our
Geoffrey Lee, Buisness Manager
contemptuous 1
Matt Kolken, Distribution Mmuigti
Michelle Seaters, Production Manger
There are many organizations that society more important than the
a bullet to th<
Michelle Gillette, Jeff Warnock,
Monica Yadegar, News Editor
have sprung up since the 60's that environmental factors that surround
night, as I
Ann Flournoy, Production Staff
Allison Wagda, Feature Editor
stress this issue. Unfortunately, many them? The obvious answer jumps to
Graduate, 1 wa
us; hell no! Now, before well all buy
MikeTrainaj Across The Campus Editor Tanya Fung, Secretary
people look upon them as a lot of
situation
that c
Prudence Cameron, Entertainment Editor Victoria Goff, Advisor
"hippie tree-hugging potheads" who construction paper, make picket signs
to my 21 year
have nothing better to do than lay in and storm the capital as thousands of
evening of rel
front of a train carrying nuclear irrational liberals would have us do,
horror when a
The Pacifican is published every Thursday, except during vacations and jut
we have to take a more scrutinizing
warheads or sit in a tree that is about
exams week, by the students of the University of the Pacific. Comments from rem a handgun ai
to be cut down. There is an look at our situation. I still agree that
are welcome and strongly encouraged. Guest columns must be submitted in In rounds into
our environment must be cleaned up,
organization in northwest California
form by Friday 5 p.m.The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all submitted material lunatic fired
called Earth First that is the extreme but again, what's the cost? Should we
Editorial comments reflect the views and opinions of the majority of the Pacifu
patrons proc
band of this movement. Many close down the factory in backwoods
editorial board, unless personally signed.
, deck," hidinj
Pennsylvania that billows black smoke
members are in prison for threats or
The Pacifican office is located on the third floor of Hand Hall, University ofi behind the l
attempts to destroy logging factories. into our atmosphere? Yes, you say. I'll
Pacific, Stockton, Calif. 95211. Office hours are Monday through Friday, lOa.m.1
cleared, three j
They put spikes in selected trees in a put even money on the fact that there
5p.m. or by appointment.
In the w<
forest targeted to be cut down. When will be a couple hundred factory
"Welcome
to
Business: 946-2155
one of the loggers hits a tree spike. His workers and their families that will
Editorial: 946-2113/2114/2115
chain-saw has a good chance of disagree with you. Do we have the
bucking back at him. I live in Lake right to take the food out of these
Tahoe where my father owned a little workers' families mouths simply
property, and I have always heard his because the factory he works in adds
Have you got something you want to say about an article or opinion yen
groans
when
the
local pollutants to our air? I think not, and
have
seen in The Pacifican? Problems or praise with policies, people orpb®
environmentalists tell him because of I think the factory worker will
011 campus or in the world? Why not write a letter to the editor? The Pacific11
some rare little bush, he can't do what empathize completely.
is widely distributed to the campus and read bv nearly every student, faculty
More often than not, those liberals
he wants. All these organizations
and staff member of the University. Now is your chance to be heard.
from most passive to most militant who are looking to save the
All letters to the editor must have a verifiable signiture, local address
are a sign of the times. Sometimes environment or some near extinct
phone number.The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters and sub
you have to go to a polar opposite to Brook Trout from the evils of
missions for length, factual information, libel, and clarity.
achieve a medium. Good luck, Earth.
(See Right Page 12)
Deadline for submission is Monday at noon for thefollowing 1 hursdays
issue. Bringor mail your letter to: Opinion Editor, The Pacifican, \ bird Flo0''
Hand Hall, Stockton, Calif. 95211.
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What is the Most Important Issue in this Election?
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Debbie Vallejo
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"Abortion"

"Definitely the economy.'

How the candidates plan to
stimulate the economy."

"That Clinton did not inhale "
"The most important issue is that
we are not facing them head on."

"The so-called recession.
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^^Cn ' etter ' rom President Atchley Guest Opinion: "The Minority Majority"
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Matt Kolken &
Rachel Moore

University Community
fgOM= BiU L Atchley> President

rharik y°u l°r y°ur recent letters concerning the efforts hv th* t t •
l, University's efforts to make accessible ramn
r
•
University t0

- eniattii1ftrwttefe^dtr ° h °H
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thC St°rm

JthTminimal acceptable levels under EPA guidelines"'

S°

improve

**

^ ^ am°Um

and protect our environment
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«* «* TV University took
-id
disc
°f ^

Paint W3S We"

The University

is.very aware of its need to be a good citizen and to comply with Federal, State and local laws. I believe
,e jre doing so with particular emphasis on our compliance with environmental laws. We fully intend to continue to be
jpdsitivc influence in ^provingthe quality of life in the Central Valley and, indeed, the entire state. With respect to a
e >ou
-ecydmg planthere are groups on the campus actively working to institute such a program. I support
thorefforts and fulls expect that such a program will be instituted during the current school year.
In addition, I want you to know that the University is sensitive to the needs of all students and is making a particularly
concerted ettoit u nuiti
m i ( n t ie campus that need some modification and to undertake those modifications in a
|f:ly manner, a sc rare w it i you t re need to locate Enabling Services in an office on the campus that is accessible to all
those seeking to uw t u se i % iees of this office. I have been advised that such an area has been identified and that a move
J be accompli e in t u near future. The new area will be fully accessible to all students seeking the use of that office.
]want to assure vou that we are making every effort to accommodate those students with physical handicaps and we
J continue to do so until we have accomplished our stated goal.
gay I extend to all ot vou my personal best wishes for a pleasant and successful school year. I hope during the coarse
at'the school year I will have an opportunity to meet each of you who have taken the time to correspond with me. Your
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t's hard
sometimes
to
comprehend
that
the
Netherworld of Stockton is not
lawless, no matter how many
visions of blood-soaked streets and
body bags show up on the evening
news. Think of it instead as a place
with different laws, where a
contemptuous look is punishable by
a bullet to the skull. Last Friday
night, as I was entering the
Graduate, I was confronted with a
situation that could have put an end
to my 21 years on this earth. An
evening of relaxation turned into
horror when an individual wielded
a handgun and unloaded three
rounds into the crowd. As the
lunatic fired his weapon, the
patrons proceeded t o "hit the
deck," hiding under tables and
behind the bar. As the smoke
cleared, three people were shot.
In the words of Axl Rose,
"Welcome to the Jungle,... your

gonna' die." As a student of the
University of the Pacific in pursuit
of higher learning, I have enough
problems to cope with other than
fear for my mortality. Statistics
prove that per square foot, crime in
Stockton has surpassed that of New
York City. Admitted, I was raised in
the sheltered environment of the
Almaden Valley, an area where
spitting on the sidewalk is
punishable by law. At home, I feel
free to take a jog around the
community at any hour of the
night, knowing that I will not be the
victim of a drive-by shooting.
While running along the levy
behind UOP, I am often confronted
with cars full of gang members
threatening to "race me home."
Outdoor activity in Stockton has the
added excitement of risking your life
in pursuit of bettering your athletic
ability.
Though protection of one's self

seems futile in the insurmountable
face of Stockton's gang culture,
certain precautions are necessary.
Criminals are predators in the
night, preying on the lone
individual rather than large groups.
In attempts to alleviate some of
Stockton's violent crimes, Fraternity
Sigma Alpha Epsilon has adopted a
program to escort students home. I
applaud SAE in taking the
responsibility for the safety of their
guests. This program will aid in
preventing attacks, muggings and
most importantly rape. Hopefully
no one will be confronted with
violence in their four years at UOP - but we must be aware of the
crimes which have taken over
Stockton. Please be careful.
As for the victims of the shooting
at the Grad, the students of UOP
send their prayers for a safe
recovery. May God be with them.

W

e can understand the
problems our nation faces
in concurrence with
discriminatory procedures both by
the public sector as well as the
private,but where is it written that
we have to set quotas for minorities
simply to include them into the
infrastructure of government and
politics? For example, have you ever
noticed that employers are
continuously overlooking qualified
candidates in order to hire a
minority simply because he has a
quota to fulfill. Many UC schools,
including Berkeley, have the
overwhelming tendency to blatantly
discriminate against a white
applicant simply because he isn't
fresh off the boat. We say keep the
boats in quarantine and turn them
back toward their native shores.
As graduating seniors, it is almost

inevitable that the jobs that were
available only 10 years ago have
evaporated, which forces us to turn
to the extension of our educations; in
order to enhance our integration
into the work force. Now here is the
kicker- our chances of getting into
graduate schools have decreased
exponentially since universities have
included quota systems into their
acceptance process. A less qualified
applicant has a greater opportunity
simply because of the color of his
skin and not because of the abilities
that
he
displayed
in
his
undergraduate curriculum.
Now on a personal level, we have
encountered countless incidents
where a white person will bend over
backwards to accommodate a
minority in order to avoid being
labeled as a bigot. How many times
can you recollect a minority being
violently abusive towards a
Caucasian simply because of skin
color and getting away with his

actions? Unfortunately we can think
of too many times where these
incidents have occurred. We're sick
of guarding our actions to avoid an
unfair stigma, biting our tongues
when it isn't necessary, being overly
accommodating when circumstances
don't warrant the accommodation,
and apologizing for the simple fact
that we are white.
In this day and age when the
white person is the minority
majority, we have to be overly
cautious that our policy makers
don't slant the tables too far away
from our corner. Hiring should be
done on merit alone, regardless of
race,sex or age. We don't care who
you are. If you are qualified, you
have a job not based on what you
are,but what you can do. This should
be the only criteria and if we start
throwing in quota laws, pretty soon
the disappearing white is going to be
the one in need of a quota.

uuest opinion: tiomeiy coming
•

Lee Ghio
Assistant Opinion Editor
What does Homecoming mean to
you? This was the essay question
given to the candidates prior to the
decision of whom the court would be.
Maybe the question should have
been, what does homecoming mean
to the faculty and staff at UOP? This
way, all of the candidates could
have saved their time and written a
one word answer; "Nothing."
Homecoming obviously means
nothing to the faculty or staff.
Let's start with the judging of the
court. One would think that the
judges would be a fair representation
of the students they were to judge.
They were not. There were no
professors on the panel. There were
no administrators on the panel.
There was one male and four females.
That adds up to only five judges. Yes,
there were only five people on the
entire campus that were willing to
take the time to select the court.
Of those five, there were three
African Americans. I don't think that
60 percent of UOP is African
American. Not the last time I
checked. So the panel was sexually
and racially unbalanced.
So could we give those five judges
a pat on the back for taking the time
to pick our candidates. I think not.
In talking to one of them, I found out
that at least three of the five didn't
take the time to read the essays. Nor
did they give each candidate and
equal chance at making the court.
How can I qualify this? Let's start
with one of the candidates that did
get cut. Andi Christoff was so over
qualified to make the court that I
cannot imagine what she must think.
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awful lot of room for personal
Judge for yourself: She is majoring
prejudice. Did I say "Prejudice?" You
in Sports Medicine with an overall
bet.
GPA of 3.81. She has been on the
It seems that a section of the panel
Dean's Honor Roll every semester at
decided that the "sorority girls,"
UOP. She was in the freshman
(those who specifically represented
honors program. She was in the
sororities) evaded eye-contact during
Who's Who in America listing, a
the interview. This was a racist act
member of the ANGLE network, the
according to a few "judges." It seems
Fundraiser and Service Chairman of
that they returned the favor.
Order of Omega in the Spring of
Well why were their only five
1992, a varsity basketball player for
judges in the first place? They were all
three years and a Big West academic
we could get. Possibly, the most
honoree and a UOP athletic scholar
ignorant
statement was made when
all three of those years. Christoff
ASUOP was searching for judges.
worked at the Stockton Blind Center,
Some faculty members refused to be
the Anderson Y Adapted P.E.
on the panel because they didn't want
program for two years. She worked
to support the football team. I hate to
as a volunteer at the St. Josephs
tell you, but there weren't any football
Emergency Room for two years and
players nominated for the court. If
did an internship with the Stockton
this was some political statement
Orthopedic Group. She is currently
regarding the football program,
the President of Delta Gamma and
maybe the same people that made
has held the positions of Vice
these statements should realize that
President, Scholarship Chair, and
they are more of the problem than the
Corresponding Secretary. She plans
solution. It is uneducated statements
to go to medical school when she
and negative attitudes like this that
graduates.
stifle support for athletics as well as
Compare her to someone who
school spirit. Way to go.
said the following in her speech.
One candidate, Gina McCreary,
"Since I have only been at UOP for
did have this to say though. "We were
one
month,
I
have
no
led to believe that the Homecoming
accomplishments." Something is
court is chosen on the basis of
amiss. Another prize that made the
accomplishments and contributions
court lied in her speech as well as her
to UOP and the community. In the
application. But would a panel that
future, I hope that judges are selected
didn't even take the time to read the
from different areas of campus and
essays check up on the candidates
have the knowledge of student life
claims to fame? Hardly.
necessary to make well balanced
How could something like this
decisions."
happen? The judging of the
Christoff had this to say. "The fact
candidates was purely an opinion
that there is not a specific criteria for
poll at best. The categories were s
selecting the candidates, lends itself to
follows: 1. Ability to effectively
the possibility for personal prejudices
answer questions, 2. Presentation, 3.
on behalf of the judges"
Sincerity, 4. Enthusiasm, and 5.
Overall performance. This leaves an

PACIFIC TALKS
What is the Most Important Issue in this Election?
Vicki Newman
Sophomore
Political Science

The deficit."

Daphne Feysa
Senior
Business

"Abortion or education.

Jason Dominici
Freshman
Biology

"The economy."

Kimberly Henwood
Senior
Communication

"Family Values."

Scott Wright
Director of Food Services

"The 4 Supreme Court Justices that
could be named in the next four
years."

Rob Ligeti
Junior
Communication

"The fact that Ross Perot looks like
Yoda and Bill Clinton is a used car
salesman."
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EDITOR'S CORNER
Mike Traina
Across the Campus Editor
Since the Across the Campus section has expanded to two pages, I am very
pleased to introduce a third weekly editorial column entitled "Perspectives on
Diversity." "Perspectives on Diversity" will offer new perspectives and insights
into the diverse world in which we live. The column will feature a new writer
each week exploring issues of diversity in age, gender, ethnicity, handicap,
religion, sexual orientaion, size and socio-economic class. 1 he column will
focus on campus, regional, national and global events and issues.
If you are interested in submitting a perspective, please contact me at 9462113. Columns should be between 750-1000 words.

PERSPECTIVES
ON
DIVERSITY
Jennifer Williams
Assistant Director
Celebrate Diversity Week
Gender and ethnicity exist as omnipresent dictators in our society.
These two rulers lay out the laws by which we govern our every action.
They categorize us into little boxes for quick and easy judgement. Closer
to home, they hedge us toward one university club, activity or fraternity.
They make it easy for us to see the surface clearly and not make the effort
to look beyond the murky waters at what may lie beneath.
As I am reading back over what I have just written, I am thinking that
perhaps I have been harsh in making assumptions about the narrowmindedness of our generation. I am also thinking that I have been easy
on myself, because "I don't do that," but to some degree I do. We are all
guilty of this conditioned mode of judgement, however subtly we
exercise it While this quality of prejudgement is perhaps the strongest of
our society, I believe it to be our worst attribute. These prevailing rulers
are our most destructive enemy.
This "cubbyhole mentality" has oppressed countless cultures for
generations. While recent years have seen some progress in the
movement to change this attitude, the mentality which accompanies the
movement is subject to distortion.
An idea which has been prevalent recently is that "it's our turn." If we
continue to take turns discriminating against each other, we will never
live as an integrated culture. Women have been discriminated against
for years, but this does not mean that we should now use the term
"firewoman" to refer to all firefighters with the understanding that this
means both women and men (as when we say "fireman"). Inclusive
language is one powerful way to battle this separatist mentality. Though
there has been much humor recently associated with "political
correctness," its importance should not be diminished. When terms
such as "mailman" are used, an entire half of the work force is being left
out. When terms like "mail carrier" are used, everyone understands
what is meant, but no false assumptions are made. (By the way, it is not
"personhole cover" but rather "underground access unit cover").
The terms "reverse racism" and "reverse discrimination" have arisen
to refer to situations in which an oppressed culture expresses prejudice
against another formerly oppressive culture. This can be racial, ethnic,
religious, gender, size or any other mode of discrimination. The sole
implications of the term are endless and, in my opinion, negative. What
is implied here is that "real" racism is only practiced by socially powerful
cultures and that the racism practiced by minority cultures is not sprung
from the same attitude. Implied within this is the idea that this
"different" class of racism is justified and acceptable. I disagree.
Concepts like racism, sexism, agism, sizeism and classism share the same
opposite: integration, acceptance and equality.
We all have our own heritage and background, which must be
preserved for our own personal identity; however, we are all part of a
common culture as well. This common culture is made rich by the
tremendous diversity provided by these different cultures. Cecil
Williams discussed in his opening keynote address, which began
Celebrate Diversity Week '92 last March, the "salad-bowl theory." This
theory describes the way I would like to see our campus, as well as our
common shared culture. A salad is an integrated mixture of many
different components. Each component compliments and is enhanced
by the others; however, they are also capable of existing without the
others, and are delicious and unique in their own right. Each
component is appreciated on its own as well as in the integrated mixture,
and each adds its own special qualities.
I am empathetic with the desires of individuals who seek out others
with common heritage and interests, which is what clubs and
organizations are for. What if African-American students want a club
which addresses only their own cultural issues? There is no shame in an
all-Asian oriented organization or an all-Jewish oriented club. The

(See Diversity, Page 12)

The Pacifican neither endorses nor opposes
the opinions expressed in the above column.

PROTESTANT WORSHIP SERVICE

Service
Opportunities
for Students
The Anderson Y Center's
Clearinghouse Program matches
students
seeking
volunteer
opportunties with communty needs.
Kathleen Brown, program manager,
has some hot news this week:
Lincoln High School's new
Homework Club in the MultiCultural Center needs volunteers
from one to three hours a week
during the following hours: 7:30-8:30
a.m., 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and 3:154:00 p.m. Call Paul or Liz Thompson
for more information or to sign up at
953-8989.
Park Village Housing Project's new
tutoring center needs volunteers for
two to three hours a week on
Mondays and Wednesdays. No
experience is necessary. The children
live in families who are recent arrivals
from Cambodia. Their parents speak
no English so UOP volunteer help has
become very important to the
children's school success. Call
Kathleen at 946-2444 for further
information.
St. Mary's Interfaith Dining Room
needs help serving food, distributing
clothing and working in the health
and dental clinics. Call David Brewer
at 467-0703.
Golden Haven is seeking
volunteers to assist the elderly in
walking for exercise and working with
For more
arts and crafts.
information, call 464-4743.

Fran Abbott
Director, Anderson Y Center
"Why service? Why me? Does any
of this make any difference?"
During
the
Indigenous
Peoples/Columbus Day Soap-Box
Forum, and later the panel discussion,
I became even more struck by the fact
that our American way of life needs
constant care by its citizens. The
fragile sets of relationships in all of
our institutions and at every level —
neighborhood, city, region, state and
nation — rest on an extraordinary
foundation. A foundation, I believe,
that was in large part inspired by the
native peoples of this land. The
foundation calls each individual to
their highest nature — their most
spiritual. The foundation safeguards
our governance from the tyranny of
mortally inflicted religious beliefs that
have justified genocide in the New
World.
David Warren, President of Ohio
Wesleyan University, in a very
thoughtful article in a recent
"Compact News" (Campus Compact
is a national project of college and
university presidents to foster civic
responsibility) notes that the vast
majority of students today are
practical idealists. He stresses that
students are as committed to making
a difference in the lives of the
disadvantaged as they are to making a
comfortable living for themselves.
Warren goes on to distinguish what
may have been a 60's theme of
creating a better system as opposed to
an 80's personal caring chorus of
President Bush. Warren calls this "up
close and personal response," the
Good Person Model. The 60's theme,
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Guest Writer
Are you interested in traveling to
exotic and interesting places while at
the same time
researching
independently on a particular topic
that interests you? Do you need
financial assistance to ensure the
presentation of a paper at a national
convention that you ardently and
fervently toiled over? Would you or
your organization like to attend a
workshop but have an expense
account that is simply exiguous? If
you answered yes to any of the
previous
questions,
proceed
immediately to the College of the
Pacific Association (COPA) office,
Bannister Hall, room 107, and pick
up a 'COPA Research and Travel
Scholarship' application.
A limited number of COPA
scholarships are set aside annually to
support student research and travel.
COPA invites proposals from students
seeking funding for research and for
travel
in
connection
with
presentations or academic projects.
Students applying must have at least
junior standing, be enrolled as a fulltime student, and remain enrolled
through the grant period. Preference
for grants will be given to COP
students and all students must be
sponsored by a COP professor.
Independent research, as well as
presentations or academic projects
could possibly change your life
forever. Some of the more prestigious
graduate schools selectively choose

the Great Society, met witjj some
success in getting people out of
poverty. This massive, top down
approach was all but thrown out by
the
current
Republican
administration.
Warren urges that what needs to
happen now is to put the two models
together in what he calls the
Generative Society which "combines
both service and old fashioned
political responsibility." He goes on to
conclude, "It is time to reinvent on
campus and within our local
communities, student involvement
with program and policy analyses,
with casting their electoral vote and
running for public office, with
lobbying for legislation and with
writing, reading and talking about the
issues which are shaping all our lives.
I believe our students are willing,
wanting and waiting to translate their
community service actions into
initiatives that will have larger and
more lasting effects."
Here at UOP, students are doing
just that — building a generative
society — by working one on one in
the community, while advocating
improvements in the larger system.
UOP student campus initiatives in
recycling, environmental policy,
access for all students and student
representation on the Board of
Regents have their roots in the
passion of service. Students want to
be involved and want sound and
responsive governance. Students
know that we all have a responsibility
for crime, genocide, poverty, hunger
and homelessness. They know that by
speaking out on issues that affect the
quality of their own life experience,
(See Streets, Page 12)
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We've been meeting like this tor
over a month, so I feel obligated to
r . •
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nnt PfiSV.
make a confession.
It's
easy, but 1
think it's important to be honest. Yes
I am a procrastinator. I put things off
until the last minute. You may think
write these columns weeks in
advance, after having thought deeply
about each topic, but I don't. It's not
that I don't have good excuses. I do
schedule as much of my time as
possible to be with students and
alumni, and I do have a lovely wife
and two active children who I like to
spend time with. Though, I still don t
have to wait until minutes before my
deadline before I begin work on these
important pieces.
Boy, that's a relief. Even after this
revelation you're still reading.
Now that I've got your attention
and, I hope, your sympathy (it's not
easy suffering from an "organizational
disorder" or "time management
deficiency" as euphemists like to call
it), I want to see how many of you
share my affliction.
So this week I
have some questions for you. Please
think about the following and jot
down your answers. It's okay to mark
up a newspaper. You won't look too
strange and someone might think
you're smart enough to be doing a
crossword puzzle.
If you're a senior, have you...
Registered with Career'Services?
Begun your resume in order to
meet the Nov. 1 deadline?
Reserved Wednesday evenings,
Oct. 28 - Nov. 18, for Recruiting
Receptions?

If you're a junior, have you
Visited with a Career Se
counselor to discuss goals?
Thought of attending
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CHIROPRACTIC
"Reliable scientific studies, such#!
Rand Report, now substantia!?
efficacy of chiropractic?
We, at Avenue Chiropractic, believe tti
is time the general public recognizes ti11'
of chiropractic care in the na®
drug free, prevent
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conservatory of Music Presents Award\Vinmng Russian Guitarist Alexei Zimakov
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Soprano Margaret
Dehning Performs
in Concert at UOP
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he Conservatory of Music
presents soprano Margaret
Dehning in recital on Tuesday,
Oct. 27, at 8 p.m. in the Recital Hall.
Dehning will be accompanied by
bassoonist Robert Danziger and
pianist and harpsichordist Judy
Galetar.
Dehning has been a Stockton
resident for 20 years. An active
recitalist, she was a soloist with the
Stockton Symphony and a regular
soloist at Temple Israel. She taught
voice at UOP from 1977-79, and
Russian Guitarist Alexei Zimakov
donated many hours to the Alumni
Komolyatov at the Gnesin Institute of Association at UOP. She is the cofounder of the Pacific Alumni Family
Music.
His concert here will include works Camp at the Feather River Inn. For
by J. S. Bach, Guiliani, Villa Lobos, the past 17 years she has been a
Leenani, Torroba, Barrios, Vysotsky faculty member of California State
University, Stanislaus, and for the past
and Drekhov.
two years has taught voice classes at
San Joaquin Delta College.
Danziger is a full time faculty
member at CSUS and a member of
The 43-member Symphonic Wind the Modesto Symphony Orchestra.
Ensemble will provide the final He has served as principal bassoon
portion of the program, opening with with the Haifa Symphony, the
"Festivo" by Edward Gregson, a 1985 Jerusalem Symphony and the Israel
tour de force for British band. Next Chamber Orchestra. Prior to coming
will come a charming two-movement
to CSUS he was chair of the Music
work by California composer Donald Department at the University of
Cobb entitled "Music for Band," in
Bridgeport.
which he attempts to capture the
Galetar has extensive experience
spirit of a band playing an outdoor
performing with soloists and
concert in the center of one of our ensembles in Canada and the United
good towns. The concluding piece is States. Galetar is presently on the
Guy Woolfenden's "Illyrian Dances," a faculty at CSUS, where she serves as
beautiful three-movement work staff accompanist and teaches classes
incorporating Shakespearean dance in piano.
forms and modern harmonies.

Conservatory Bands Begin an Exciting Season

T

he Symphonic Wind Ensemble
and the University Concert
fjeshmen a„B
Band will open their 92-93
;i|ffer too, it' )
s ust
season on Friday, Oct. 23, at 8 p.m.
r doesn't really
When asked what the purpose is of
from
a career
the opening concert, Dr. Robert
1 later in your
Halselth, Director of Bands,
iyone who hasn't
iesponded "to astound, bedazzle,
our Career Focus
theer, delight, entertain, fascinate and
i fact be a latent
gladden our audience with wonderful
there's no excuse
twentieth century music by eight
e this valuable
British and American composers."
understand how
He continued, "the concert opens
t's not as if you are
with Rodger Vaughan's 'Fanfare' for
•thing off, it's just
34brass instruments. You won't want
zing." Yeah, I've
to be late for this one as the combined
Putting off for
brass forces encircle the audience,
lg that's due today
giving new meaning to 'surround
procrastination,
sound'."
er-related efforts,
j The 55-member University
ic second floor of
Concert Band will follow with "On a
Call ahead if you
Hymntune of Philip Bliss," a chorale
appointment and
prelude by Texas composer David
lule, but don't bea

Holsinger. This lovely setting of the
English hymn displays the flowing
style and lush sonorities of the
modern band. Next will come the
most unusual piece on the program,
"Concert Piece for Band" by Monte
Tubb, in which three separate
elements protest against the full
ensemble.
The Concert Band
concludes its performance with
Gustav Hoist's four movement
masterpiece "Second Suite in F for
Military Band," conducted by
graduate
student
Patricia
DeBenedetto.
Following the Concert Band, the
Chamber Wind Ensemble—ten
players consisting of pairs of flutes,
oboes, clarinets, bassoons and
horns—will present Gordon Jacob's
"Old Wine in New Bottles," a
delightful arrangement of four old
English folk tunes.

Schedule of Campus Events
Thursday, October 22
Anderson Y Center Advocacy Table, McCaffrey Center, 12 p.m.
Hmong Traditional Song and Dance, McCaffrey Stage, 12 p.m.
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 12 p.m.
RHA Obstacle Course, Hand Lawn, 12-1:30 p.m.
ROAD-side Pub, McCaffrey Center, 12 p.m.
Theta Alpha Phi (Drama Fraternity), Green Rm., Drama Building, 12 p.m.
-open to all students
College of the Pacific Association (COPA) Meeting, Bannister 108,5 p.m.
-open to all COP students
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 6 p.m.
Rainbow of Cultures: "Hmong Culture and Its People," Bechtel Center,
7 p.m.
featuring a slideshow, panel discussion and traditional food and beverage
"Chapel Explosion," Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
-an interdenominational worship service sponsored by Youth for
Christ
UPBEAT Film: "BATMAN RETURNS," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

Friday, October 23
Interview Skills and Roleplay Interviewing, Career Center, 2-4 p.m.
Job Search Strategy Development, Career Center, 2-4 p.m.
Friday Forum, Bechtel Center, 3-5 pan.
Lecture: "Hydraulic and Geotechnical Behavior of Oil Shade Solid Waste
Under Simulated Climatic Conditions," Taylor Conf. Room, Main Library,
3:30 p.m. featuring Dr. John Turner, Associate Professor of Civil and
Architectural Engineering, University of Wyoming
Chi Alpha Radical Reality Meeting, WPC 140,8 p.m.
Symphonic Wind Ensemble and Concert Band, Faye Spanos Concert Hall,
8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "BATMAN RETURNS," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Dancing at the "Static Attic," 2nd floor McCaffrey Center, 9 p.m.-1 a.m.

Saturday, October 24
Second Annual Red Ribbon Week Walk-A-Thon, begins at Burns Tower,
9 a.m.
UPBEAT Film: "BATMAN RETURNS," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

Sunday, October 25
Catholic Mass, Morris Chapel, 9:30 a.m.
Protestant Worship, Morris Chapel, 11 a.m.
Catholic Mass, Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "BATMAN RETURNS," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

Monday, October 26
Collegiate Democrats Meeting, Grace Tiger Lounge, 9 p.m.
-open to all students
Senate Meeting, McCaffrey Conference Room, 9 p.m.

Tuesday, October 27

Soprano Margaret Dehning performs in
the Recital Hall Tuesday, Oct. 27 at 8pm.
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Cross Currents Lecture: "The Changing Role of the Newspaper in Modern
Society," Raymond Commons Room, 12 p.m. featuring Orage
Quarles, III, publisher, "The Stockton Record"
Guest recital: Margaret Dehning, soprano, Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
Law Club Meeting, Weber 101,7 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "UNBEARABLE LIGHTNESS OF BEING," McCaffrey
Theatre, 8 p.m.
"Alternative Images," Morris Chapel, 9:30 p.m.

Wednesday, October 28
Costume Sale, Long Theater Patio, 12-4 p.m.
World on Wednesday: "Is Germany an Emerging Threat or a Stabilizing
Factor in Central Europe," Bechtel Center, 12:30 p.m., featuring
German citizen and businessman Manfred Ottow
International Career Day Orientation, Career Services, McConchie Hall,
5 p.m.
Recruiting Reception, Presidents' Room, 7 p.m.
-hosted by Career Services, open to all students
Guest Recital: Alexei Zimakov, Russian guitarist, Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "UNBEARABLE LIGHTNESS OF BEING," McCaffrey
Theatre, 8 p.m.
Gay Association of Pacific (GAP) Meeting, Presidents' Room, 9 p.m.
-open to all students

Thursday, October 29
Anderson Y Center Advocacy Table, McCaffrey Center, 12 p.m.
Costume Sale, Long Theater Patio, 12-4 p.m.
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 12 p.m.
Theta Alpha Phi (Drama Fraternity), Green Rm., Drama Building, 12 p.m.
-open to all students
American Marketing Association Meeting, Weber 107,5 p.m.
College of the Pacific Association (COPA) Meeting, Bannister 108,5 p.m.
-open to all COP students
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 6 p.m.
"Chapel Explosion," Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
-an interdenominational worship service sponsored by Youth for
Christ
UPBEAT Film: "ALIEN 3," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

If there is something you would like listed in the new Across the
Campus Events Schedule, please contact Mike Traina, Editor, at
946-2113.
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Tigers Thrash New Mexico State
Allie McHugh
Sports Editor

|he University of the Pacific
Football team won its second
game of the season last
Saturday, defeating New Mexico State
49-17. The victory over the Aggies
marks the ninth straight time the
Tigers have defeated its rivals, and it
helped Pacific improve its record
before this Saturday's clash with the
Washington Huskies.
The Tiger offense finally got back
on track against New Mexico State, as
the unit racked up 578 yards in total
offense. Ryan Benjamin returned to
form, carrying the ball 23 times for
220 yards and three touchdowns. In
all, Benjamin had over 300 yards in
total offense, as he scored
touchdowns from 72, 59 and four
yards respectively.
The emotional star of the day for
the Tigers was Aaron Turner. The
senior wide receiver from Pittsburg
caught only five passes, but they went
for 170 yards. Turner put the Tigers
up 21-3, as he caught touchdown
passes form Dave Henigan,
measuring 56, 30 and 69 yards.
Turner set a first of many NCAA
career records against New Mexico
State, catching his 39th career

T:

touchdown pass. It took Turner seven
games to get the seven touchdowns he
needed to break the record, but he is
still on track to get yet another 1000yard receiving year.
Turner's first score came off a New
Mexico State penalty. The Tigers
failed to move the ball on its first
drive and was forced to punt. Jason
Schouten boomed a 68-yard punt
from his 25-yard line, but it was
nulled by a Aggie penalty. The Tigers
re-gained possession of the ball, and
four plays later were in the endzone
thanks to Turner.
New Mexico State kicked a field
goal to cut the score to 10-7, but that
was as close as the game would get.
The Tigers scored three more
touchdowns before the half, and went
into the locker room leading 28-10.
The last score of the half for Pacific
was Benjamin's four yard run,
capping off an 11 play, 64 yard drive.
This drive took the steam out of the
Aggies and gave Pacific the
momentum it needed.
The defense played another good
game, as the unit held its opponent
under 20 points for the fourth time
this year. Darius Cunnigan had seven
tackles for Pacific, as teammate Daryl
Rogers added six. Dimitri Gazelas
continued his strong consistant play,

as he recorded five tackles, two for
losses adding up to 10 yards. The
Pacific secondary played well, as
many passes were batted down, or
thrown incomplete because of good
coverage. The defense forced New
Mexico State to punt seven times, and
gave up 349 net yards.
The second half was almost a
reflection of the first half, as the
offense continued to score, and the
defense continued to be stingy.
Benjamin lit up the second half with
touchdown runs of 72 and 59 yards,
as the Tigers put the game away for
good. Henigan continued to run the
defense well, ending the game with
356 yards passing and four
touchdowns. Henigan's fourth
touchdown put the Tigers up 42-17,
as he hit Kale Wedemeyer on a sixyard pass.
"It was great to see our offense
shine like they did last year and get
back to the way we are capable of
playing. I hope we can carry the
momentum into the Washington
game," Schouten commented.
The Tigers will need that
momentum, as they face #1
Washington in Seattle on Saturday.
Look for a special page devoted to the
game in next week's Pacifican, as
Scott Anderson and I go up and cover
the game exclusively.

One Down, Many To Go!
Allie McHugh
Sports Editor
Saturday's Pacific Football victory
over New Mexico was very important
for one graduating Tiger. Aaron
Turner (AT) broke yet another NCAA
career record, getting his 39th
touchdown reception. At the
beginning of the year, AT needed 77
receptions, 1081 yards and seven
touchdowns to become the most
prolific receiver in NCAA history. He
achieved the touchdown record and
should be able to attain his other
records.
It was during my freshman year,
between parties and skipping class,
that I met AT. He lived next to me in
Farley Hall, with a guy named Brian
Baldwin. His roomate left for other
things, but AT stayed behind for
football and school. Three years later,
I don't know what Baldwin is doing,
but I do know that AT has surpassed
everything of which everyone thought
he was capable.
AT's best game of the year was
against New Mexico State on
Saturday. He caught only five passes,
but they went for 170 yards and three
touchdowns. In three games against

the Aggies, Turner has 32 passes, for
663 yards and six touchdowns. His
play against the Aggies has been
impressive, but that is not the end.
Last year, AT caught 92 passes for
1604 yards and 18 touchdowns.
Heisman Trophy Winner Desmond
Howard did not even come close to
AT's numbers, but was given national
noteriety. In three years, AT has
accumulated 3174 yards in receptions
and has re-written the Pacific record
books. His play has probably given
this University one of the best wide
receivers in NCAA history, and a
sure-fire pro prospect.
This year has not been a great one
for AT, especially when it comes down
to making the big catches. He has
dropped some key passes, but that is
in the past and is a closed subject. The
most important thing for AT is to
continue to play well and to get those
other two records. If he does not
achieve them, the world will not
crumble around AT, but if he does, he
could get a nice offer from an NFL
team. It all comes down to the last
four games of his career.
The most important thing which
AT must do is end the season and play
like he did against the Aggies. The

Washington game on Saturday could
make or break AT and his future.
This Saturday's Washington Game
The NCAA has so much politics
surrounding it that players get good
or bad raps based on how they play
against national powerhouses. If AT
and the Tigers play a good game and
make it a respectful game against the
Huskies, people will say, "Where did
Aaron Turner and the Tigers come
from?" We all know where they came
from and what AT and his team have
accomplished, but it takes playing the
number one team in the nation to get
noticed.
As a University we should be
proud of our team, especially on
Saturday, when the team plays the
most important football game in this
school's history. We have AT and his
records to brag about, but the nation
does not care about that. What they
care about is winning and that's it.
Before this team leaves, tell them
good luck, and that you are proud of
them. This game may hurt or help
our program, but it is a good game to
show the talent we have at Pacific.
Let's just be proud and not
embarrassed.

Pacific's David Parris
Robert Davis

Staff Writer
With the Football season at the
mid-way point, an offensive lineman
by the name of David Parris has stood
out to be a consistent, hard working
player.
Parris is a fifth-year senior and will
be graduating in the spring of'93. He
is from Gait, Calif., and went to Gait
High School, where he played on the
varsity football team for three years.
Parris, during his senior year of
football, won the state recognition of
All-State offensive lineman. He was
also the recipient of the award of
Athlete of the Year in his senior year.
In 1988, Parris began his first year
at UOP and decided to red-shirt. In

the 1989 season, he was able to start
for four games because of his intense
play and fierce blocking. When the
1990 season arrived, Parris was
looking forward to becoming a full
time starter, but an accident which left
him with a broken wrist set him back,
keeping him out for the entire season.
Before this accident Parris was
awarded the All-California Strength
Team Award.
Parris returned in the '91 season
with fire in his eyes. He became the
starter for the whole year as the right
offensive guard. With his play, he and
the other linemen were able to help
guide the team to a record setting
season. The team set three records
that season, which has never been
done in NCAA history. The team
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Intramural Update
FOOTBALL
Well the days are getting
shorter, the weather is getting colder,
but what does that mean? It means
that it is playoff time for flag football.
The flag football season has been very
successful, with the competition level
very high. The standings held fairly
true to form, with just a few surprises.
This is what the playoff picture looks
like.
A LEAGUE
1) ARCHANIA (6-0) vs
4) PHI DELTA THETA (1-5)
2) SAE (5-1) vs3) G.D.I. (3-3)
B LEAGUE
1) BUNCH OF GUYS (5-1) vs
6) QUIET PSYCHOS (3-3)
2) THE PRIAPISMICS (4-1) vs
5) BIOFIZZERS (5-1)
3)ZIP PAC (4-1) vs
4) PHI DELTA BRUISERS (4-2) ,
These games started on
Monday and go until next Wednesday
the 28th. The B Final will be held the
28th at 4 p.m. and the A final will
follow at 5 p.m. Come out for the
playoffs to see some great action.
The games are held on Brookside
field.

David Perkins

VOLLEYBALL

Staff Writer

The volleyball season is m
us. Entries were due on Oct. 16th,
p.m. The format is four persons
six person co-rec. The four peili
team can consist of four men,
women, or any combination of
and women. The co-rec has six
on the court (three men and
women) and has some special
so contact
the Intramiu
department for more informatioi

INDOOR SOCCER
The soccer season is also in
its playoff stage this week. Like
football, the playoffs will have some
great matchups. This year has been
great; the teams have shown up for
their games, the attitude of the players
has been second to none, and every
game has been exciting. The playoffs
will be no different. In fact, with the
intensity levels up, I foresee some
major upsets in the early round. The
playoffs look like this;
QBOGOROSSO (6-0) vs
4) BLAZERS (2-4)
2) JUNGLE FEVER (5-1) vs
3) NORML (5-1)
The co-rec standings witji the
leagues combined are:
1) INNOMINANTS (6-0) vs
6) JESSIE B. (1-4-1)
2) JOHN B. (6-0)
vs
5) FREE AGENTS (2-3)
3) WORST NIGHTMARE (4-2) vs
4) GRACE (4-2)
The playoffs started Monday
night and will end Wednesday the
21st. The co-rec championship will
be at 8 p.m., the men's game will be at
9 p.m.

ENTRY DUE DATES
The racquetball tourn;
entries open Oct. 26th.
tournament will be Nov. 13th m
Baun Fitness Center.
The Turkey Woggle em
open Oct. 21st and close Nov. 2!
The event is a three mile fun wall
Nov. 22, with turkeys going to rik Nielsen
winners.
Staff Writer
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Saturday, with the Pa

"Athlete of
the Week"
Mike Niethammer
Staff Writer

produced a 1,500 yard receiver, Aaron
Turner; a 1,500 yard all purpose
runner, Ryan Benjamin; and a 3,500
yard passer, Troy Kopp.
This year the "bone crushing"
number 73 has started in every game.
Parris said, "I am frustrated that our
offense has not kept pace in play like
our defense has." The team's record is
2-5, and has a tough road trip to
Seattle, Washington, to take on the
(See Parris, Page 12)

This week's male "Athlete of the
Week" was a hard choice, especially
with the UOP Football team
destroying New Mexico State last
Saturday, by a score of 49-17. Dave
Henigan passed for more than 300
yards, and Aaron Turner broke an
NCAA receiving record. However, allpurpose man Ryan Benjamin
definitely earned it this week.
Benjamin had 309 all-purpose
yards with three touchdowns. The
(See Athlete, Page 12)
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p,dy Tigers Don't Skip A Beat
outside-hitter ™k,
VilrU Simonis, who
,

4 &

Writer
"^k, the UOP Women's
Volleyba" team PlaYed tw«
.patches. The Lady Tigers
d against San Jose State and New
^nesday's match against San
*e resulted in a victory for the
State'
f
aS Pacific defeated the
t in four games. The game
13, l5l15"4' 15"8 aild 15"

Jjswere
* Despite the Tigers slow start ,n
the ""
team knew .it had to
one,
ie, »"•
f
focused on its play even
his was not a huge match.

Ink
X and 12 diSs' Charlotte
lohanssoo, Natasha Soltysik and Katy
kUls
F drH8eadding
ai had1210
Eldridge
digs.

Once

again,

the

each- w'th

CEC/UOP

Defensive Player of the Match was
Soltysik who had an amazing 20 digs.
Simonis and Setter Lisa Johns had 12
'gs each and Johns racked in 45
assists.
On Saturday, the Tigers traveled to
Las Cruces, New
'New Mexico to play New
\4QV1
Ox - .
\ T
_
Mexico
State.
New
Mexico
is hardly
oau,c caliber
Pacific
,the same
tdiioer as
as UOP,
UOP, but
but Pacific
had a very rough time with the
Aggies. UOP lost the first and third

Tigers to play an important fifth
game. The game scores were 8-15,
15-7, 12-15, 15-13 and 15-8. The
Tigers were obviously a bit flat this
game, but they knew what they had to
do to win.
The offensive leader was Simonis,
who had 17 kills, while Lisa Barbieri
added 14. Simonis also had 16 digs
and two blocks. Johns had 54 assists
and four service aces.
The Tigers stumbled a bit, but the
team is now focusing on Tuesday
night's big match against Stanford.
This is a very important match and
the Tigers will have to play their best
in order to win.
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Charlotte Johansson goes for a kill in a recent home game.

Water Polo Faces Stiff Schedule

ball tournament
:t. 26th. The
Nov. 13th in the 'icific Rugby continues to be one of thefavorite teams on campus.

Kristen Roelofs
Staff Writer

Pacific Rugby Plays Well in Weekend Tourney

/Voggle entries
lose Nov. 21st.
ile fun walk on.11
s going to the, I Erik Nielsen
StaffWriter

h

force of Pacific
cc
A combined
Rugby and Stanislaus Rugby
lub competed in the 10th

als department
all net for rent.
18 hour rental.
Intramurals
716 for more

tnnual Wild West Rugby Tournament
in Reno, Nevada. The two-day
tournament showcased over 30 teams
fiom the Western United States,
®npeting in three divisions.
Qualifying games took place on
Saturday, with the Pacific/Stanislaus

side going a perfect 3-0 for the day.
Wins for the combined team came
over the Monterey Rugby Club 17-0,
Hayward Rugby Club 35-0 and the
Bay Area Touring
—o Side 10-5. The
victories placed the combined team in
the finals on Sunday, against Unita, a
team from Salt Lake City.
The finals were a brutal, hard
hitting affair that saw seven players
leave the field due to lack of
consciousness or excessive blood loss.
However, the speed and strength of

the Unita team proved to be too
much for the Pacific/Stanlislaus side
and the final outcome was an 18-11
loss. Despite losing in the finals,
Pacific and Stanislaus members are in
high spirits, with great expectations
for the upcoming season.
Pacific Ruggers were responsible
for a major part of the combined
team's success throughout the
tournament, with outstanding
performances by many Pacific players.

(See Rugby, Page 12)

A computer can't answer your
Student loan questions
Press "P" for payment)

With only six games remaining in
the season, the Pacific Water Polo
team has a chance to improve its 7-6
season record, but it may not be easy.
Pacific's young teitfn must tangle
with #1 ranked Cal at Berkeley, and
face #2 ranked Stanford and thirdranked Pepperdine at home. In other
matches the Tigers will clash with UC
Davis, Santa Clara and Long Beach:
three teams UOP beat earlier in the
season. The second time around may
prove to be more of a challenge for
the Tigers since these matches will
take place in opponents' pools, where
home crowd support can be a decisive
factor.
"These will be important matches
because they will show just how much

we have improved," said Tiger head best and let your opponents' older
players show you what they've got."
coach John Tanner.
Formidable opponents and limited
Improvements have definitely
been apparent and the team has come experience have not dampened the
a long way in a short period of time. Tigers' aggressiveness and will to
With three new team members who win.'T really saw how strong their
desire to win was when they played in
are freshman, and a goalie who had
the Northern California Tournament.
never started a college match before
this season, Pacific has matured In the Fresno State game we scored
three goals in the last two minutes to
quickly and achieved its current
position as the nation's ninth ranked win," said Tanner.
If you haven't seen UOP's team in
team.
action,
the remaining home matches
Team cohesiveness has become one
of the many strong attributes."The are a perfect opportunity to learn
players really respect one another and more about the exciting sport of
have made this important transition water polo and cheer on our
easier," notes Tanner. Freshman Brad team.The bigger the crowd, the better
our players will perform.
Schumacher suggest there might be
Matches take place at Kjeldsen
less pressure because people may
expect less of a young team."One Pool on Friday, Nov. 13 at 3 p.m.
thing about being a young team is against Stanford, and on Saturday,
Nov. 21 at 1 p.m. against Pepperdine.
you can go out there and give it your

Field Hockey Undefeated for the Week
Stewart Mc dougall
StaffWriter

L

ast weekend the Pacific Field
Hockey team played three
games at the University
California-Berkeley. Its first game
was last Friday against Simon Fraser,
which ended in a 4-1 win for Pacific.
On Saturday, the Lady Tigers came
away with another win against South
West Missouri 1-0. The final game of
the weekend was a 0-0 tie against the
University California-Santa Barbara.
Friday's game against Simon Fraser

was a high scoring game for the
Tigers. In the first half, Emily Porter
scored the first goal for Pacific, but
Simon Fraser answered with a goal of
its own. Wendy Du Shane then
scored making it a 2-1 game at half.
In the second half Laura Young and
Veronica Luckow scored giving a 4-1
victory for the Tigers. "We played a
great game because we played as a
team and we had fun playing," said
Michele Baker.
Saturday's game against SouthWest
Missouri State was the most
important game for the weekend

because it was the only one out of the
three which counted in rankings.
"This was a very important win
considering the caliber of players we
were up against and that they had
beaten Berkeley the day before," said
Coach Carla Konet Michele Baker
scored the lone goal for UOP giving
the Tigers a 1-0 victory. "This was a
great game for us because we passed
very well and our defense played well
with its first shutout of the year," said
Konet.
Sunday's game was against the
(See Undefeated, Page 12)

SUNDANCE SPORTS

20th Anniversary Million Dollar Ski Sale
Sat, Sun., & Moi
Mon., October 24, 25, & 26
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Marine Midland Banks, Inc.

(800) 523-7446

Sat 10-9, Sun 12 - 9, & Mon 10-9

Save up to

70%

on ski equipment & accessories

Save up to

60

%on ski clothing
for men, women & kids

With any purchase get a FREE night skiing lift ticket toDonner Ski Ranch
Saturday 10 - 4 & Sunday 1 2 - 4
Try a pair of
Roilerblade. In-line skates FREE at the Demo Van, Saturday 10-4
in the parking lot Rollerblade SMU 5000 reg. $190.00 SALE $139.99
Mark yur Calendars! "Steep & Deep" Warren Miller's newest ski film,
Nov 11th, 7 pm - Atherton Auditorium. Enter to Win FREE Tickets!

3201 W. Ben. Holt Dr (at I-5)
Items subiect to Stock on Hand
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University College Puts

The Parifiran's w~My Top Ten List

Carolyn Abbott

by
Matthew Riley Neuenburg
From the home office to Selm., California, rabto capital of the world,
here are the top lOsigns that you've fallenasleep to class.
10. More liquid on your desk than in Knowles lawn.
9. A bad case of whiplash.
, ,. . „ ,,, _a11_j «p:sh
8. Your breath smells like something from the dining hall called Fish

Guest Writer
ver walk into a classroom and
see a few faces that look a little
,1 j;more mature than the rest of
the group? Welcome to the real world
of today's classroom where the "nontraditional" student exists. You are
looking at the product of University

F

College.
University College at UOP offers
adults over the age of 25 an
opportunity to begin or continue
their education. Sometimes, for a
number of reasons, these people
never had a chance to begin college,
or others have had to postpone the
completion of a degree. And again,
for any number of reasons, these
students have decided to pick up a
piece of their life and put it back on

Wish."
7. The professor was a woman when you came in.
^
' and "Kill her,
6. Notes include "Micky loves Minnie," "Sharon Stone,
mommy, kill her."
5. Your face resembles one of the guitarists from ZZ lop.
4. It's three in the morning!
3. Your hand's in a bucket of warm water.
2 The teacher is still lecturing.

,

And the number one sign that you've fallen asleep in class.

1. Your bra is frozen.

FROM THE CHIEF'S DESK
A True Story
Robert Callaway
Department of Public Safety
Hi, my name is Heather Nicole.
Didn't my mother give me a pretty
name? Also, that's not all my mother
has given me. I'll tell you about that
later.
My mother has been taking drugs
since she was 12 years old. Some
children start even earlier. I really do
not know how old my father was
when he started taking drugs. Drug
taking doesn't matter, does it? They
aren't hurting anyone but themselves,
right??
When I was born, I weighed three
pounds and 14 ounces. I was three
months premature. When my mother
found out that she was pregnant, she

this since he took drugs. The doctors
aren't sure how much a father
contributes with his drug use.
Are you ready to hear what my
parents gave me? Well, it's a long list.
They gave me birth defects. I have
cerebral palsy, paralysis caused by
brain damage before birth and I am
marked by lack of muscular
coordination. I also have cataracts in
both eyes that have made me blind,
severe mental retardation, and I am a
spastic quadriplegic. Lastly, I was
born with only half a brain.
My doctor said that I will never
walk, talk or grow. I'll never crawl
into my parent's or grandparent's lap
and tell them how much I love them
or give them hugs and kisses. I will
never tell my
. _parents how much I

didn't stop taking drugs. In fact, she
took even more. Why? She was
hoping for a miscarriage. It didn't
work; instead I was born early.
Remember, I only weighed three
pounds and 14 ounces. Now, I am 2
1/2 years old and I weigh 15 pounds
and 12 ounces. That's not very much,
is it?
Remember that I told you my
mother gave me something else? You
think I'm talking about AIDS. Well,
you're wrong. Oh, my doctor said that
it's possible
myi father helped
give
me
r
*
~

track.
The average age for re-entry
students is 40. Most have special
circumstances such as being a single
parent, forced job change, wanting a
new career or needing to be
introduced to the new technologies.
The most popular areas of study
for re-entry students are psychology,
human services, communication,
organizational behavior, liberal
studies, business administration and

Students Back On Tra(,

to the
Older students come
classroom with a different attitude
than the traditional 18-22-year-old
students, and discover friends and
mentors. One young man I had cla
with a few years ago was distant an
watchful. One day, after severa
attempts at probing questions, he
nodded his head and sighed, now
understand a little better what it must
have been like for my mom when she
went back to school last year, and
gave her such a hard time about it.
The older students have a drive
which challenges not only the
younger students but the professors as
well. They usually do their
homework, respond in class and
make use of their real life situations.
Today, colleges and universities
across the country have started, or are
starting, programs designed for the
re-entry student. As the baby
boomers hit mid-life, many are
realizing the importance of a formal

[eisk*
•
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credi
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students. They are years aw y
studying, writing papers, a

education.
and outlining textboo s.
The re-entry program at UOP has
to take classes
classes late
late in
in the
t e day
a or
exercised
the
option
of
because of d e m a n d s ^
mainstreaming the returning students TprXTj^ families and
*
—o
"radliate
into the traditional undergraduate community activities.
UOP, in preparing for possible
programs. This insures a
curriculum, faculty and academ
problems non-traditional students
programs are identical to those face, has established support
offered to traditional students.
programs to help the students relearn
Even though re-entry students are skills that have not been used for
sports science. University College
students can also self-design their mainstreamed into the classroom, some time. Also, peer counseling is
part of the system, where re-entry
degree objective and get credit for they have different needs and
problems from the traditional
prior experience.

appreciate them for all they have
Stacy Jackson
given me. After all, they weren t
hurting anyone but themselves by Guest Writer
doing drugs, were they??
ll Aboard! The deadline for
My name is Heather Nicole, and I
registration for the Channel
am 2 1/2 years old. My doctor said
Islands sailing course is
that I will probably live to be five
approaching fast. Since there are only
years old. Please THINK before doing
12 spaces left, the Office of Lifelong
drugs. If you are already doing drugs,
Learning suggests that interested
please stop. There is no cure for the
students sign up soon.
harm done to yourselves or your
The trip is a 10 day sailing cruise
unborn children. I am totally disabled
off the coast of Santa Barbara, on a
for the rest of my short life, because of
145-foot schooner called the
drug usage and drug abuse. WHAT IS
Californian. During the trip, students
A LIFE WORTH?
will study a variety of topics. These
inauae:
include:

A

T

Stockton Asparagus
Festival, entering its eighth
year, is proud to extend to all
non-profit agencies a special
invitation to take part in this year's
event.
Several logo items are available to
those special non-profit groups who

.

•

•.

.

t

_ 1 _i. _C

have the energy and the creativity to there is an opportunity to earn a lot of
turn this opportunity into a major money."
A group can sell the items as long
fundraising event for their
as
they
have supplies (they can only
organization.
manufacture
the products for the year
First, an organization purchases
they
own
the rights). They also
that
the licensing rights to the item(s) of
qualify
for
a
lower
price on a booth at
its choice (listed below), which it then
owns for an entire year. They are the festival if they wish to sell the
items during the activities, according
allowed to use whatever artwork or
logos they want, as long as they are to Herrera.
For those interested groups, the
approved by the festival committee.
following
official licensed items are
takes a lot of time and
currently available:
commitment," said Grace Herrera, a
-Lithographs
representative for the festival. "But

LECTURE

By Anthony Rubiiw,i^| XI ^31

r.laTsroom Boredom Busters
• Helmsmanship
• Basic Sailing
• Island Ecology
• Biogeology
• Meteorology
There are three weeks until the
deadline for registration. A deposit of
$400 is due Nov. 1st, and the total is
$1400. This includes three units plus
all expenses from the point of
departure. For more information, see
Stacy Jackson in the Office of Lifelong
Learning, or call 946-2424.

Collectors Dnefprc
Posters
-Postcards, Bumper Stickers,
Rubber Stamps
-Belt Buckles, Key Chains, Patches,
Wooden Crates
-Coffee Mugs
-Golf Shirts, Windbreakers, Visors,
Tote Bags, Fanny Packs
This is a great fundraising
opportunity using the logo from one
of California's most popular festivals.
For information on how to become
licensed, call the Asparagus Hotline
(209) 466-6674.
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Asparagus Festival Offers Fundraising Opportunities
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, Use the binder holes in your note
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For Students, Faculty, Stall and
Friends ol the University
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RAYMOND
COMMON

WHERE: HSU0P OFFICE,
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MCCAFFREY CENTER 946-22'

O R A G E Q U A R L E S , III
Record

THE CHANGING ROLE OF THE NEWSPAPER
IN MODERN SOCIETY
Sponsored by
The College of the Pacific and COPA
"Students with meal cards and others may
purchase meals from Elbert Covell Dining
Hall and bring them in.
Bag lunch OK.
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[orrissey Singing the Blues
,Counts
Writer
1CC his time with The Smiths,
lorrissey has created his own
,|lowing fan fare. With such
, r alternative hits as "Sing Your
and "Angel," Morrissey has
himself a credible figure for all
s fans. As a performer in
^ert, he has acquired an excellent
with
b port with his supporters, not those
jo would have come to see the lead
lain how thX of The Smiths, however. He
er
situations. Lnes to perform anything from
sitY

CollegXeraofhislife.
Dl era

Barbari Only back in early August did
Adult
Re- arrissey release his fourth solo
of
rgaret PayneMum,i, "Your Arsenal". His other
temic Affairs)Lee albums ("Viva Hate," "Bona
secretary) a[L,» "Kill Uncle") have proven to
'ecial servicesLin a successful solo career. But
students need litis not what he conveyed through
tudents worl jsperformance at his show in
families and Kramento's Arco Arena. Not only
"ted by the jjdhe sing absolutely no Smiths (he's
for ignoring his roots), but he
an).

ony Rubino, Jr.

Sinead Of Controversy
Justin Levy
SaffWriter

Deed!
tip pen on a
plying light
is to 1 hour,
low many
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ay bleed
ie desk.

sang minimal amounts of pieces off
his three previous albums...the ones
that established him as a soloist. At
least seven of the selections were
directly from the merely three month
eld, "Your Arsenal," such as
"Tomorrow" and "You're the One For
Me, Fatty." Indeed, every band must
plug their newest release, but they
also must perform those songs that
the audience has enjoyed over
substantial periods of time.
I he songs he did perform he did
adequately. Despite a few, he
appeared listless and lackluster. Of
course, Morrissey is so loved through
his hatred of life and his
unwillingness to live happily, but he
has been a warmer performer. He's
become famous for coming onto the
stage and greeting everyone in the
first few rows, which he still did, but
ever so unambitiously. The fact that
his attitude towards his audience was
unambiguous must be a constancy on
this tour. Northern California must
have caught word of the ample '"Your

inead 01 Controversy is at it
again. Qn the heals of her latest
album "Am I Not Your Girl?," O'
nner has managed to upset
lions of Catholics by her recent
lions on Saturday Night Live. At
end of singing the song "War" on
show, O' Conner mentions the
ltd to "stamp out racism" and
leeded to rip a picture of the Pope
Bo two.

"Am I Not Your Girl?" is a far cry
fen her latest actions. The songs are
'tat one would call "torch songs."
ing with an orchestra, Sinead
Nntrates on the music she grew
'P listening to. Why would a
Net/songwriter of her talent dabble
®cover songs in the first place? As O'
Sutler puts it, "they are the songs
'hat made me want to be a singer.
^jBthewhy?" John Lennon, David

Bowie and Paul McCartney are just a
few of the talents that felt the need to
record their favorite songs from the
past.
Highlights of O' Conner's latest
include ''Success Has Made a Failure
of our Home" and "Why Don't You
Do Right?" Both feature the dynamic
voice of O' Conner, and the swing
and sway of the backing instruments.
Unfortunately, the majority of the
songs don't match up with the talent
of O' Conner. The raw power and
insight of her first two albums blow
these cover songs away. O' Conner
has always represented the underdog,
the anti-establishment and the
individual. Hearing her sing "I Want
to Be Loved by You" just doesn't fit.
Though her latest album isn't her
best, one must give Sinead due
credit.Whether it's her present album
or her latest controversial act or
statement, she definitely keeps one
guessing what s next.

Arsenal' Tour," there was only about
4,000 people in attendance at his
Oct.14th showing! Quite a switch
from his "'Kill Uncle' Tour" date in
Mountain View last Oct. 31st, which
drew in numbers so large that only
lawn seats were available in the 33,000
seating Shoreline Amphitheater.
Overall, Morrissey's show was
adequate enough to please the
audience but any more than said that
would be an overexaggeration. His
encore did include older pieces,
"Sister, I'm A" and "November
Sporned a Monster" which was the
most energizing part of the concert.
But at the end of "Novemeber...,"
Morrissey's band began an
outrageous venture into a ten minute
entourage that included electric guitar
twang and equipment thrashing
(throw-back from the acid metal
days?). Morrissey had left the stage
entire minutes before the mass of
garbage had been accumulated on
stage. A failed attempt at saving his
performance, however, an ingenious

Video Pick
of The Week
"High Tide" starring Judy Davis.
"High Tide" is an Australian film
about a woman who constantly runs
from committment until she sees a
whole new perspective on life through
the eyes of a child...her child that she
gave up when her husband died. She
wants to have a relationship with her
daughter but is scared of getting close
because she has been on her own for
so long. I loved this movie because it
has a lot of excellent dialogue and wit.
one.
I was rather dissatisfied with his
performance, although the last time
around, he was a master. Maybe this
tour just came at a bad time in his life.
But really, that can never be the
excuse since that is the theme he lives
by. Morrissey...better performance
next time and maybe more than two
people will show to hear you sing the
blues as well as you normally do.

Goodbye Ozzy
Justin Levy
Staff Writer

O

zzy Osbourne made his final
appearance in the Bay Area
Oct. 8th, at the Oakland
Coliseum. Pleasing the capacity
crowd, Osbourne skipped through his
catalog of songs from the Black
Sabbath years up to his latest album
"No More Tears." It was a slick
production, full of fancy video
screens, lights and overblown guitar
and drum solos. One would think
that the man who wrote "Suicide
Solution" and was every mother's
nightmare not too long ago, would
have a much darker show.
Not this tour. Osbourne has been
getting heavy rotation on the airwaves
and MTV. Between the two, the
result is a much more accessible
Osbourne. Plus, he has decided he is
getting too old for the road and
would like to spend more time with
his family. "All the kids that followed
me have made all my dreams come
true, and I know I'm going to miss

them. But at the same time, my kids
miss me. And I miss them. It's time
to go home." In his "No More Tours"
tour, Osbourne gets past the images
of drug-use and devil worshipping
that has followed him over the years.
His last outing is a chance for him to
thank his dedicated fans with a rock
n' roll hug and kiss. As Russ Johnson
would put it, a last chance to "rock
out with Ozzy."
Highlights of the evening included
versions of "Bark at the Moon,"
"Crazy Train" and "Goodbye to
Romance." Alice in Chains opened
the show supporting their new album
"Dirt." Lead singer Layne Staley, who
recently broke his leg, used a crutch
and wheelchair to move around the
stage. The image of the wheelchair
and crutch underlined the songs of
personal anguish and drug use belted
out by the band. Between the
graceful goodbye from a true rock
legend, and the intensity of an
upcoming young band, it made for a
"worthy" evening.

Pettier
NWriter
attended
UOP's
becoming this year, you

i
fun— including several young people
who were part of the Homecoming
BBQ festivities who boogied down to
the music of The West Coast Rangers
at the BBQ. And if you were there
you probably also know that two of
the most popular songs played were
"Achy Breaky Heart" and "Friends in
Low Places", songs made popular by

Dill,, Ray
D^»xr Cyrus
(~*xrrn c and
n
Billy
Garth Brooks
respectively.
Speaking of Brooks, many of you
may (or may not) know that during
the recent Country Music Awards
show, good ol' Garth made with the
Entertainer of the Year Award for
1992. In a recent phone interview
with Hope Nemie (Bigalow), a well

SHOWS
Thursday, Oct. 22,1992
Bottom of The Hill - Irma Marlowe & Characters. 10 p.m. 1233 17th St.,
S.F.
Above Paradise - Bottomless Joe. 308 11th St., S.F.
Blue Lamp - Nicole 8c Her Big City Blues. 561 Geary, S.F.
Chameleon - John Abella 8c His Dorkestra. 853 Valencia St., S.F.
Covered Wagon - Hockaloogie Scrub, Apple Kore. 917 Folsom St., S.F.
Last Day Saloon - Handsome Poets. 406 Clement @ 5th Ave., S.F.
Johnny Love's Bar 8c Grill - Zydeco Flames. 1500 Broadway, S.F.
Nightbreak - Endangered Species, Blackpole. 1821 Haight St., S.F.
Paradise Lounge - Rainforest Benefit with Sukay, World Connection. 308
11th St., S.F.
Slim's - Syd Straw, The Continental Drifters. $20. 9 p.m. 333 11th St., S.F.
Rasselas - (jazz club)Menno Marringa Quartet. 2801 California @
Divisidero, S.F.

Friday, Oct. 23,1992
Bottom of The Hill - Dizzy Bam, The Naked, My Band Funky. 10 p.m.
1233 17th St., S.F.
DNA - 4 Non Blondes, Honeypot. 375 11th St., S.F.
Last Day Saloon - Pride 8c Joy, The Malones. 406 Clement @ 5th Ave.,
S.F.
Above Paradise - Jon Shapiro 308 11th St., S.F.
Slim's - Mary's Danish. $7. 9 p.m. 333 11th St., S.F.
Chameleon - Spot 1019, Carnival Art. 853 Valencia St., S.F.
Blue Lamp - Meatball Hero, Less is More. 561 Geary, S.F.
Paradise Lounge - Continental Drifters, Backstep Forward. 308 11th St.,
S.F.
Rasselas - Blazing Redheads. 2801 California @ Divisidero. S.F.
Johnny Love's B 8c G - Mamou. 1500 Broadway @ Polk, S.F.
Kennel Club - Underground Film Fest w/ perfomances by Iaocore,
Amber Asylum. $6.628 Divisidero, S.F.

Saturday, Oct. 24,1992
Slim's - Joe Louis Walker 8c The Boss Talkers. 9 pirn. 333 11th St, S.F.
Chameleon -Puggy, Apple Core, Dirt Clod Fight, Atomic 61, Pre-Marital
Sex. 853 Valencia, S.F.
Last Day Saloon - Strictly Roots, Bob Culbertson 8c African Rain. 406
Clement @ 5th Ave., S.F.
Paradise Lounge - Candye Cane, Jackdaws. 308 11th St., S.F.
Blue Lamp - Cones of Silence, The Myopics. 561 Geary, S.F.
Nightbreak - Papa Wheelie, Cafe of Regret. 1821 Haight St., S.F.
Above Paradise - Stevie Gurr. 308 11th St., S.F.
Rasselas - Faye Carol. 2801 California @ Divisidero. S.F.
DNA - Loren Wild. Free 9 to 10 p.m. 375 11th St., S.F.

Monday, Oct. 26,1992
Kennel Club - The Bats, Barbara Manning 8c The S.F. Seals. $5. 628
Divisidero, S.F.

Tuesday, Oct. 27,1992
Kennel Club - The Stepchildren. 628 Divisidero, S.F.

Wednesday, Oct. 28,1992
DNA - Benefit for Barbara Boxer. 375 11th St., S.F.

Thursday, Oct. 29,1992

Oh - That Country Craze!!!

^

WEEKLY
ENTERTAINMENT
CALENDER

Stockton Rocks - Detroit Rock City. (KISS impersonators) Pershing Ave.

Concerts
known country western dance
instructor in the area, she was quoted
as saying that, "Garth Brooks had a
lot to do with it (the resurgence of the
popularity of country music),
partially due to the fact that when his
album came out it was on the pop
charts as well, and outsold every
album ever sold." I asked Nemie
about the country fashion craze, and
she said, "Garth really started that,
too. He was the first one to really
wear the bright colors that are
popular now."
Not only has country music taken
off tremendously since the success of
Garth Brooks and the release of the
movie "Urban Cowboy" several years
ago, but the country dance craze has
been going strong on a world-wide
basis since 1984. Nemie said that
there is at least one Country Dance
Festival going on nationally
somewhere every weekend of the
year!! I also asked Nemie what she
thought, being a country dance
instructor for some time now, were
the most popular country dances in
the past months. She said the most
popular dances right now are the

(See Country Craze, Page 12)

Tangerine Dream - Tues. Oct. 27. 8 p.m. The Warfield.
Danzig, White Zombie - Thurs., Oct. 29. 8 p.m. The Warfield.
Bruce Springsteen - Oct. 21-22, 7:30 p.m. Shoreline Amphitheatre.
James Brown - Oct. 22,8 p.m. San Francisco Civic Auditorium.

MUSEUMS
The Haggin Museum - An Enduring Image - A Century of Stockton
Photographers.

Aug. 23-Oct. 25,1992.
S.F. Museum of Modern Art - "Luciano Fabro" works by an Italian
sculptor and conceptual artist known for his work in the arte povera
movement. Through Nov. 28. Open 10-5 p.m. Tues., Weds. 8c Fri.,
Thurs. 10-9 p.m., Sat. 8c Sun. 11-5 p.m. Van Ness and McAllister.
M.H. De Young Museum - Master European Paintings from The
National Gallery of Ireland: From Mantegna to Goya. Approximately 45
paintings from the early Italian Renaissance to the 19th Century;
through Dec. 6. Open 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesdays through Sundays.
First Saturday of Each Month is Free, 10 a.m. to noon only. 8th Ave 8c
JFK Dr., Golden Gate Park, S.F.
Exploratorium - "Finding Your Way," a festival of the art and science of
navigation, includes hands-on exhibits, artifacts, videos, photographs,
art works and various events; through Jan. 3, 1993. Open 10 - 5 p.m.
Tues. 8c Thurs. through Sundays. 10 - 9:30 p.m. Wed. Admission Free
first Wednesday of each month. Palace of Fine Arts. 3601 Lyon St., S.F.
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Election

(Continued From Page 3)
(Continued From Page 4)
liberals who are looking to save the Tennessee and 3,000 young people in
environment or some near extinct Colorado.
Brook Trout from the evils of
"Both campaigns are reaching out
industrialism are more concerned to young people. There is anxiety
with the survival of some trout than about the future of our country," he
his fellow countrymen. This simply said. "America is in a transitional
doesn't ride in my book. In the big period. This election will decide what
scheme of things who really cares if path the U.S. will take into the 21st
the brook trout has to die, especially century."
when we are dealing with families,
The College Democrats also have
human,
American
families. registered thousands of students,
Extinction is a part of the natural although exact figures are not
scheme of things. Its been going on available yet, spokesman Jamie
as long as there have been species Harmon said. "Students are worried
and that's just the way it goes. If about the future, but hopeful they can
every species that has ever lived on change things," he said.
this Earth never went extinct the
overpopulation problem would
eliminate everything. An argument
(Continued From Page 9)
surfaces that it is a travesty when a
with
its first shutout of the year,"
species goes extinct, and how
said
Konet.
terrible it's be if our children never
Sunday's game was against the
get to see the famed "brook trout" in
University
California-Santa Barbara
it's original habitat. Give me a break,
and it ended in a 0-0 tie. Because it
how many of you protesters have
was not a conference game, there
ever seen the "brook trout" in it's
was no overtime. "This was not a
famed "original habitat?
disappointing
game for us because
O.K., so we need to clean up our
everyone
got
a
chance to play. We
air and our water. Fair enough, I
changed
positions
around and Santa
agree emphatically. What we have to
Barbara
has
improved
a lot since the
consider before legislation is enacted
last time we played them." said
to correct our environmental
Konet.
problems is what effect it will have
UOP has two more games this
on the individuals who are citizens
weekend,
one on Friday against
in our country. If we can clean the
Berkeley
and
the other against
air and keep the families fed, so be
Stanford,
which
will be the final
it. If not, we need to find a solution
home game of the year.
that will.

Undefeated

Diversity
(Continued From Page 6)
question which arises is this: Do
these segregated clubs and
organizations promote a separatist
attitude among the students on our
campus?
My opinion is that the purpose of
these groups should be to educate
and promote an understanding of
the cultures they are representing.
Usually these organizations entertain
discussions and sponsor events about
issues pertaining to their cultural
group. I have no problem with this,
as these activities can be a powerful
tool in heightening cultural
awareness (both one's own and
others').
In many instances, however, these
groups seem to be preaching to the
converted. I would like to see the
clubs on campus become much more
integrated, so that members of all
cultures can glean knowledge from

Rugby
(Continued From Page 9)
performances by many Pacific
players. Returning veterans Chris
Angelica and Matt Gallagher played
superbly, with qualities compared to
that of Australian rugby great, Collin
Meade. Newcomer Chris Baus has
already shown his domination on
the field, utilizing his strength and
speed. Senior flankers Tim Metcalf
and Erik Nielsen played tenacious
defense throughout the tournament,
helping to keep the combined team
in contention until the closing
moments of the final. Anyone who is
interested in playing for the Pacific
Rugby team can contact Tim or Erik
at 463-8718.

(Continued From Page 2)
jump start the economy. But critics
have accused Perot's plan as being
too
drastic,
especially
if
implemented during a recessionary
period. Other critics blame the gas
and cigarette tax as being regressive,
disproportionately affecting the
lower and middle-income classes.
But many economists agree that
Perot's harsh economic plan has
brought much-needed attention to
the immense problem of the federal
deficit. According to the latest polls,
Perot's chances of victory are nil, but
his 30-minute commercials, with the
myriad of colorful charts and
graphs, have helped educate many
Americans on the state of the

(Continued From Page 8)
touchdowns were scored from
lengths of four yards, 59 yards and
72 yards.Benjamin was also named
the "Big WestPlayer of the Week."
The Pacific Women's Volleyball
team played two games last
weekend, and once again won both
contests.Senior outside hitter Vikki
Simonis earned "Female Athlete of
the Week" by leading the Lady
Tigers in both wins with two
outstanding performances.On
Wednesday, Oct. 14th, Pacific beat
San Jose State, with Simonis getting
12 kills and 12 digs.Then on Friday,
Simonis had 17 kills, 16 digs, one ace
and two blocks while hitting .263.

(Continued From Page 11)
Electric Slide, the Achy Breaky, and
the old timing but still very popular
Tush Push (you've gotta check this
one out!)
To check into the country dance
scene, I attended the Hot Country
Nights event at Sherwood Mall last
Wednesday night. It's something new
that Sherwood Mall has started every
other Wednesday night, and it's
sponsored by KFMR (101.1FM) , the
only local country station according
to station owner Susan Carson. Part
of the Hot Country Nights at
Sherwood Mall includes a half hour
of live country music by the Morris
Sisters ( who were last seen at UOP
on board the University College float
during Homecoming), and a one
hour dance lesson by Hope and Joe
Nemie. The whole evening was quite
enjoyable, and not only provided an
opportunity for anyone to learn a
country dance for free, but provided
seniors and handicapped adults to get
out and enjoy themselves!
I also had the opportunity recently
to speak with Rich Bengtson, who is
the D.J. at the local Black Angus,
about the country dance scene. "
Black Angus restaurant started
playing country music about a year
ago, and they went full country last
April, " said Bengtson. Black Angus is

now one of the hottest spots to go
Country Dancing in Stockton, and
they offer country dance lessons
Tuesdays thru Thursdays at 7 p.m.
and Friday and Saturday nights at 9
p.m. Along with free dance lessons,
they also offer several drink specials
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
and the crowd is very friendly.
According to Bengtson, the country
crowd at Black Angus is a good mix of
older as well as younger people. "It's
just a fun place for anybody to come
out and enjoy themselves!" The
instuctors at Black Angus include
Bengtson on Wednesday and
Saturday , Sharan Loverin on
Thursday and Friday , and "The
Kahuna" on Tuesday. Bengtson also
said that the Stockton Black Angus is
the testing ground right now for
several other Black Angus restaurants
in the region.
Another place to go country
dancing is the Ranch House on West
Lane between Hammer and March.
The Ranch House has country dance
lessons Sunday through Friday, and
live music Wednesday through
Saturday. There is a $3 cover charge
Friday and Saturday nights.
There
are
several
other
opportunities to learn country
dancing in the Stockton area for those
of you who are interested in learning
a few of the steps, and most programs

are fairly reasonable. Delta College
offers a country dance class for
beginners on Tuesday from 7-8:30
p.m., instructed by Dawn Dilly. The
next session at Delta starts Tues., Nov.
10th and runs for six weeks at $30 per
person. For more information you
can call Mary Anne Fry at Delta at
474-5013. Also, Stockton Parks and
Recreation is offering two new classes
at Oak Park Senior Center starting
Thurs., Oct. 29th for six weeks at $18
per person if signed up by Oct. 22nd,
or $20 per person after Oct. 22nd.
For more information on their
programs you can call 944-8206.
Well, I've mentioned several places
where you all can go and jump on
board the country scene for anyone
interested in trying something new,
exciting and different!! I encourage
you to give it a try. I took my first
country dance class two summers ago
where I learned the ever popular Ten
Step ( it's not as hard as it sounds!)
and I've been hooked ever since!! You
can always find me at Black Angus
when I get a chance to get away from
studies, I have a few extra dollars in
my pocket and I feel like having a fun
night out! So come on over, put on
your cowboy boots, "slap some
leather", and "Two Step" on down to
your favorite country placeall!
guarantee you'll be hooked!!!

(Continued From Page i0)

(Continued From Page 3)
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high school graduates in college.
"My college degree did. pretty
much nothing for me," said Hall,
another common sentiment among
graduates who are vainly beating the
pavement for jobs.
One result is that the umbilical
cord to the family is staying intact
longer. "Most of my friend's parents
are supporting them to some extent
financially," said Paul Robertson, 24, a
graduate of William and Mary
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Perot

Athlete

Country Craze

the discussions and activities which
take place. There is so much to gain
by broadening education among all
the country's people.
I find it a shame that the Hawaiian
Club has mostly Hawaiian
membership, and that most of the
members of GAP (Gay Association of
the Pacific) are not heterosexual. We
as students should be far more
interested in these organizations. If
we were in attendance at these
cultural functions and the meetings
were more integrated, I feel there
would be a much greater level of
understanding among the students of
different cultures at UOP. A list of all
clubs registered at UOP can be found
at the McCaffrey Center Director's
Office. I challenge you to attend one
club meeting this month which
interests you. Use the opportunity to
learn about a culture which may be
new to you, and grow from the
experience.

Streets
(Continued From Pagge 6)
they are working to ensure an
improved environment for everyone.
I commend our UOP student
advocates who are not only Takin It
to the Streets," but takin' it to the
board room too. I challenge others to
do so.

Fantasies
(Continued From Page 6)
honest, I've put off something else
and I have to turn my limited
attention to that task). Until next
week, remember Career Services may
be a little off campus, but we're right
on target! No bull (bull's eye, that is)!

Parris
(Continued From Page 8)
number one Huskies on Saturd;

Parris is as hard workin
determined off the field as he is
field. He became a member ofs
Alpha Epsilon in the spring,
freshman year. John Ciampi
"Dave takes his leading abilii,
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fraternity."
With a double maji
Communication and English;,
spends a great deal of time try
conquer all of his goals. He
who works hard at everything^
and that is why he is at
accomplish the goals in hisJiie
such success. Lance Harrises
"Parris has always worked ha:
things he wanted, especially c
football field. He is a leader an;
follower, and teaches others nci
intellectual mind, but by his sup
actions."
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Quail Lakes Athletic Clut
Your Membership is an Investment in Your Health
Club Features
•Cardiovascular Fitness Center with
Professional Instruction
•Nautilus, Cam II, Cam Star, Cybex,
Paramount, Universal, & Hogan
•Free Weights
*6 Championship Racquetball Courts
•Full Basketball Court
•Heated 20X50 Lap Pool with
Sunning Area
•Treadmills

Gunmen Kill 20
•Aerobic Conditioning Class
•Hydroflt Water Exercise
•Silver Solarium Suntan Room
•Child Care
•Steam Room, Saunas,
•The "Back Court" Snack Bar
•Therapeutic Massage
•European Facials/Waxing
•Stalrmasters
•Rowing Machines

ENROLL NOW FOR ONLY $1.00
CALL 951-3795 FOR AN
APPOINTMENT!
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